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Introduction
C o n c e rn in g  th e  F re u d e n th a F s  su spension  h o m o m o rp h ism  E ,  w e  h av e  an  e x ac t 
s e q u e n c e :
-------- - ^ 7 r ,(£ (S » ^ 0 ,S ”) — ^  -,
w h e re  ^2(5'"'^^) is th e  sp ace  of loops in  T h e  g ro u p  S ”) is can o n i­
ca lly  iso m o rp h ic  to  th e  h o m o to p y  g ro u p  EV''^^ o f th e  su sp en sio n  tr ia d .
D en o te  b y  6 ^  th e  c la ss  [1 2 ] " o f fin ite  abe lian  g ro u p s  w h o se  p -p r im a ry  co m p o n en ts  
v an ish . T h e  fo llo w in g  iso m o rp h ism s  a re  due  to  Ja m e s  [8 ] .
T h e o r e m  (2«10). , S^) a n d  a re  i s o m o r p h ic  i f  n  is  odd.
C 2•10)^ 7T,(j2(S'''^^), 5"") a n d  7r,-+i(S^” '"^ ) are  i s o m o r p h ic  i f  n  is  even.
F o r  a n  odd  p r im e  p ,  (2 »10)' is n o t tru e . H o w e v e r w e  h a v e  a  © ^-isom orph ism  
[1 2 ]  b e tw e e n  rcXS'')  a n d  { n :  e v e n ) . T h e n  i t  b ecom es m o re
im p o r ta n t  to  t r e a t  th e  d oub le  su sp en sio n
E ^ = E o E :  ; r ,_ i ( S " - ^ ) — ( 5 " ) — ^ 7r,+i(S^-"^) fo r  ev en  n.
F o r  th e  sp ace  o f s in g u la r  2 -sp h eres j2^(S^^^) =  J2(J2(S”^^)), w e  h a v e  a n  e x a c t seq u en ce  : 
-------- .  — ;r,_a(J2=(S»+0, S"-^) ^  ^  -  .
L e t =  U U ••• U e^ "" be  a  red u ced  p ro d u c t [7 ]  o f ^ -s p h e re  S'" re la tiv e  its  
p o in t Co, Sk is c an o n ic a lly  im b ed d ed  in  j2 ( 5 ”^'^), a n d  th e  in je c tio n  in d u ces  iso m o r­
p h ism s  7 r ,(S |)^ 7 T ,( j2 (S ''^ ^ ) )  fo r  i <  ( k + l ) n ~ l .  W e c o n s id e r  th e  fo llo w in g  e x ac t 
s e q u e n e n c e  in v o lv in g  th e  g ro u p  7r,_i(j2^(S''^"^), S"""^) ;
--------  ^ ^  7 r,_ i(j2 (S ;_ i), 5 - ^ )  7r,_i(j2^(S-^^),  ^ .
T h e n  th e  m a in  re s u l ts  of th is  p a p e r  a re  th e  fo llow ings.
T h e o r e m  (2»11). F o r e v e n  n a n d  a  p r i m e  p ,  the  g r o u p s  7T,-+i(j2(5”'^^), S /_ i) a n d  
^^/-1-2(5^”'^^) a re  Q p - i so m o rp h ic .
T h e o r e m  (7*6 ). F o r  even  n a n d  a  p r i m e  p ,  the  g r o u p s  ^^_ i(J?(S '/_ i), a n d  
^ .(^ /» « -1) Q p - i s o m o r p h ic .
D en o te  b y  7 i i { X \ p ' )  an d  T C i(X ,A \  p )  th e  /^ -p r im a ry  c o m p o n e n ts  of tc^ X )  an d  
IZ i (X ^ A )  r e s p e c tiv e ly .
T h e o r e m  (8 • 3) F o r  even  n a n d  f o r  a n  o d d  p r i m e  p ,  w e  h a v e  a n  ex a c t  sequence  
---------^ 7?:,-+2(S '^’+ i ; / ) ) _ ^ ; T , ( S ^ ' '- ' ; / > ) - ^ 7 r ,_ a ( j 2 2 ( S ” ' 0 , S ’’- i ; ^ )  — »••• f o r  i > p n - l ,
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the homomorphism A satisfies the relation for a map fp : — ►
^pn-I gjr p.
Let 5 /”“  ^ be a mapping-cylinder of the map fp^ then
T heorem  (8*7). we have an exact sequence:
--------V ; P) 5 « - i . ^
for even n and for an odd prime p.
As a corollary, we have an isomorphism
(8 -7 ) ' for i<p^n-2.
Jam eshaspointedoutthatthenaturality ( 8  «4) for the exact sequence (8*3) 
implies the following relations:
T h e o r e m  (8 «10) \ pT) D ; p))
and
(8-11) P ^ ( ^ i ^ i ( S ^ ^ ^ ; P ) ) - o
for even n, an odd prime p and for all i.
In § I, we consider a space X  which has the same cohomological structure as the 
product space Y x  A, with a map h : X  — Y  which carries a subset ^  of Z  to a 
single point. Then h induces isomorphisms of homotopy groups 7ti{Xy A ) ^ n i { Y ) .  
This is also true for the cohomology mod. p, and h induces ©/,-isomorphisms of 
homotopy groups. In § 2 , this isomorphism theorem is applied to a map hp: (S^, 
S /_i)— ► (54”, ^o), so-called the combinatorial extension [7] of a shrinking map hp : 
{Sp^S l-^— o^). Then the theorems (2 «1 0 ), (2 *1 0 ) ' and (2 -1 1 ) are verified. 
In § 3 , we calculate the cohomology of the loop-space and some other spaces.
In §4, we prove that the group 7ti{Sl_^ is 6 ^-isomorphic to the group 
for i>2. This means that there is a map g: such that the corres­
pondence (a ,/9 )— >Ea+g-^(/5) defines a ©^-isomorphism of to
7Ti(Sp_ )^. Conversely, for even n, if there exists a map g: ^ such that
the correspondence (a, — ► Ea+g^(/3) defines a ©^-isomorphism of homotopy 
groups, then n = 2p"' for an integer r. § 5 and § 6 are devoted to the preliminaries 
for §7 and § 8  in which the theorems (7*6), (8*3), (8»7) and (8*10) are proved. 
In appendix, we list several values of t T / ; ^) for unstable cases from results 
for stable cases.
I. A theorem for a map h:  (X, A)  — {Y,yo).
Let X, A  and be a topological space, its subspace and a point of A. Let 
/=[0.111 be the unit interval. Denote by Q{X, A, Xq), or simply by Q{X,A), the 
space of paths in X  which start in A  and end at .ro. i.e.,
J 2 ( X M ) - { f : I - ^ X l f ( O )  e Af(I)==Xoj^ 
where the topology in S2(X,A) is the compact-open topology.
Let P = I x  ••• X I  be the unit /-cube which is regarded as a face /'x (O ) of
= Denote by the boundary of and by the complementary face of
V  : / ’=/^+1 — ( / ' — / ') .  The homotopy group :r,+i(Z', A, Xo) is the set of the homotopy 
classes of maps g: (/"■\ — ► (X,A,Xq). For the map g, we associate a map
S?g: CI\ /0  — > (S2(X, A, Xo),fo) by the formula , t )^ (t) = g  ••• , t i j ) ,
then the correspondence g — > ^2g is one-to-one and we have an isomorphism 
(Z o (Z )= X o )
(!•I) ^  : Tti+tCX, A, Xq) ^ 7ri(jQ(X,A>Xo) yfo), i>0.
A  map h : (X, A, Xq) — ( Y, B, yo) defines a map of path-spaces which is denoted by 
^h: ^^{X,A,Xq) — y Q{Y,B,yQ).
For the homomorphisms and induced by the maps h and we have 
the commutative diagram :
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,Q
TtiiQiX, A)) — V n,iS2iY,B)).
If SiX,Xo,Xo') is the space of loops in X  and it is denoted by £iiX,Xo) or
simply hy QiX ).  For a map g : ( / ’+  ^ / )  — >• iX, A, Xo) we associate a map Q'g: 
i l ' , i \ f " ^ ) — >■ iQiX,Xo),QiA,Xo),fo) by the formula S2'giti,--,ti-iji') it)^gitx ,--,  
U-i, t, U), then the correspondence g— >■ Q'g is one-to-one and we have an isomorphism 
(1*1)' Q ': TCi+tiX, A, Xa)^TtiiQiX,Xo), QiA, Xo), fo) f o r / > l .
For a map h: iX,A,Xo)— >iY,B,yo') and the induced map Qh \ iQQX), QiA),fa') 
— »• iQiY'), QiB), fo ) ,  we have the following commutative diagram:
ni.xiX,A) ITi^iiY, B)
(1 -2 ) ' Q' I Q'
7t,iQiX), QiA)) n .iQ iY ), QiB)).
Define a map (projection) p : J2 {X, A) — A  by p ( f )  € JQ(X, A), then we
have the commutative diagram:
7r,,xiX,A) u,iA)
(1-3) \ q  x "
%,iQiX,A)-) /  
where d is the boundary homomorphism.
Now we define a sort of mapping-cylinder Z  of the map h as follows: the space 
Z =  ( X - ^ o )  X [0,1) U Y  
is the image of X x I ^ j Y  under the identification r] \ X x  I\J Y — >► Z  which is defined 
by ^ (:v:, I )  =  (/z {x) ) , x ^ X  and ^ (jto, (Jo), t ^ L  Define two injections ix  : X  — ► 
Z and iy: Y — ^Z by /x(^)=^(x, 0 ) and iY(y)^V(y),  then X n 6  Z. Asis
easily seen that F  is a deformation retract of Z and the retraction r : Z — ► Y  
is given by r('J](x,t)')==7](x,l)=7j(h(x')) and r(p](iy')) = v (y ) ,  then the composition 
Yoix'. X — ►Z— Y  is the map h. Consider the following diagram
where A = , The commutativity of the diagram is easily verified. Since
and j? are isomorphisms, the exacteness of the upper sequence implies that of 
the lower sequence.
Next suppose that h maps A  to the point 3 0^ . For a point of A, we associate 
a path X )  by the formula ^ I, then we have an injection
Ia : A  —  ^ Ia W  =A,
such that the composition A — X ) —  ^X  is the injection of A  into X.
In the diagram
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(1-4)  ^ TTi+iCX)  I 7T , ( X )
the upper and lower sequences are exact and the first and third triangles are com­
mutative. For the second square, the anti-commutativity holds:
(!•4)' ~
Proof. By the isomorphism of (1*1), it is sufficient to prove that 
equals to for arbitrary
 ^7T,-+i(X, ^ ). L e t^ : — > (X, A^o) be a map of /?, then the element
X) is represented by a map G :  ^ {Z,X,Xo)
which is given by the formula
Gih, -  , /,+1) -=Vig(ti, -  , U, 0 ),
Next the element j i i v ^ ( h ,B))) is represented by a map G' given by the 
formula
(ti, -  , tu ti^i)-V ih igQ t,  -  , ti =Vigih, -  , 4-, I).
Define a homotopy Gt'. — >iZ,X,Xo) for O by the formula
i v i g i k , -  , h, t -  , 0 ) , O g  S  y  ,
Gt(^tt, ••• ,^/+1) =  ) 2 / 1 —/ t
Ivigiti, -  J i , 0), - " f t r ) ,  ,
and for I ^  ^  2  by the formula
(v ig i k ,  - , U, 
Gt { k , - J i V i ) =  I  ^ f ^ 
(v (g(k, k, 0), - 1 ) ,  S  I,
then we have that G = Go is homotopic to = and that i^'^^iiA^id/^y) = jiiy^ih^  
( “ /^)))- Therfore the formula (1 '4)' is proved. q. e. d.
Let 6  be a class of abelian groups in the sense of Serre [ 1 2 H. The five lemma is 
applicable to the diagram (1*4), and we have that
Lemma (I-5 ) the following two conditions are equivalent.
i) iA^ : TCziA) — y n X ^ i Z , X ) )  is Q-isomorphic f o r  i ^ N  and Q-onto f o r  i = N + l ;
ii) : TT^+tiX, A)  — y TC,^ t iY )  is Q-isomorphic f o r  i ^ N  and Q-onto f o r  i = N + l .  
In the following, we suppose that a coefficient ring R  is one of the ring of
integers Z  and the field of p elements Zp(^p: prime). We denote by Qr  the class
6 z = 6 o (when R = Z)  of the trivial group, or the class Qzp = Qp (when R=Zp) which 
consists of finite groups with vanishing ^-components. Then we recall a generali­
zation of J. H. C. Whitehead’s theorem from [ 1 2 , Ch. I l l ] :
( I ‘6 ) Let X  and Y  be arcwise connected and simply connected spaces and let 
/ :  X — Y  be a map such that : n^iX) — >7T2(Y) is onto. I f  and Hi(Y)
have finite numbers of generators for all i, then the following two conditions are 
equivalent:
i) /*  : '^ii.X) — yrrXY) is a Q R-isomorphism for i and Qr-oMo for i=N+l\
ii) Y, R) — ► H'(X, i?) is an isomorphism for i ^ N  and an isomorphism 
into for  /=TV+1 .
Now consider the following conditions (1 *7 ) fo ra  map h\ {X, A ) — ^(Y^yo).
Hypotheses (l«7),i) X, A and Y  are arcwise connected and simply connected, 
7C2(X,A)=7j;2(Y)=Q and h^ \ rc2,{X, A ) — ^n^iY) is onto]
ii) Hi{X), Hi(A) and H i(Y) have finite numbers of generators for all i, and 
H^CY,R) is R-free;
iii) there exists subgroups B and F of  i7*(X, i?) such that the cup-product induces 
an isomorphism B ® H"^(X, R)  ;
iv) the injection homomorphism i ^: H"^(X,R) — > H"^ '(A, R) maps Fisomorphically 
onto m ( A R )  ;
v) the induced homomorphism h^ : H^ (Y, R )  — > H^ (X, R) maps H"^(Y, R) iso- 
morphically onto B.
The main purpose of this § is to prove that
Theorem (I • 8 ) i f  the hypotheses (I • 7), i)—v) are filfulled, then the homomorphisms 
h ^ \ 7Ei+^ (X, A ) —  ^TLi^t(Y) and iA^'-'^i(A)— y n ,(^ (Z ,X ))  are Q R-isomorphisms fo r  
all i.
Pfoof. Let E  be the space of paths in Z which start in X, i. e.,
E={f:  / - ^ Z | / ( 0 )eX } .
We regard X  as a subset of E  whose points are paths / :  I — >x^X, then X  is 
a deformation retract of E. Let p: E — >Z be a projection defined by i? ( / )= /( l ) ,  
then (E ,p ,Z )  is a fibre-space with the fibre Q(Z,X).  The composition E
Z  _!!> Y  is the map h. By the homotopy equivalences i : X  — E  and r : Z — ► Y, 
the conditions (1 *7 ), ii)—v) are rewritten as the followings:
(1*7)', ii) Hi(E), Hi(A) and Hi(Z) have finite numbers of generators for all 
i, and H^(Z, R) is i?-free;
iii) there exist subgroups B  and F  of H ^(E ,R )  such that the cup-product 
induces an isomophism B®F^H"^'(E, R) ;
iv) the injection : A  — ► Q(Z, X )  CE  induces a homomorphism /a* : H"^(E, R) 
— >H"^(A,R) which maps F  isomorphically onto i7*(^, i?) ;
v) the (projection) homomorphism : H'^(Z, R) — > H"  ^(E, R) maps H"^(Z, R)
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isomorphically onto B.
Applying (1*5) for the case Q = Qq and N=I,  we have from (1 *7 ), i) that 
(!•7)', i) E ,A ,Z  and ^ (Z ,X )  are arcwise and simply connected and Za^ ' 7t2(A) 
— >7r2(S2(Z,X)) is onto.
Let be the cohomological spectral sequence over the coefficient ring R
associated with {E,p,Z). From (1*7)', i) and ii), we have isomorphisms (cf. QO, 
Ch. II, Prop. 8 ])
Ei^^^^HKZ, R)® H K ^{Z,  X), R).
The isomorphism of (l•7)^ iv) is divided into the composition : FdH^QE, R )— ► 
X), i ?) — Therefore F  is a direct factor of 
(j2 (Z ,X ),i?) and J^(l(x)i^) =O for 2 ^ r< o o . Then dr{B®F^ = O ior 2 ^ r ,  Consider 
the image of B ®  F Cl E^  into E^, which is a graded ring over R ) ^  B ®  F,
Since I ® F d E t ^  and B ® IC .E ^^ ,  we have that ES,^B®F^E^>^®El^'^.  Set 
F^ = FC\H'^Q^(.Z,X),R) and suppose that (Z, X), R^ = F^ for q < n ,  then
Ei'^ =E^^  for q < n  and the boundary operator — > Er'^ has to be
trivial for ^ and ^ ^ 2 .  Therefore 4 =  0, = F (E,"’") = ^ " /4  and 
{Z,X)yR)^El^"^ = E%''^F^. The induction on the demension n implies that i j :  
H*(J2 (Z, Z ) , R^ = F ^ H K A ,  R).
Since rci{Z'), rtiiX) and X ) ^ 7r,-_i(j2 (Z, X )) have finite numbers of genera­
tors, HiiQ{Z, X )^  has also a finite number of generators for all i. Applying (1 »6 ) 
to the injection Ia : A  — j?(Z, X), we have that Ia :  ^7r,(J2(Z, X )) is a Q r -
isomorphism for all i. Then the theorem follows from the lemma (1*5). q. e. d.
2e Reduced product of sphere and the group 5/_i)
According to [ 7 ] we denote by SSo the reduced product of the unit sphere 
= {(ti,"'fn+-d U /: real numbers, Htr = I) relative to its point 0 ), i.e., an
FM-complex generated by the points of -e^  in the sense of [15]. SSo has the free 
semi-group structure with the unit o^, and its point is represented by a product 
••• for some 6  f= l,---,r. Denote that S ^^  [x t- '  Xk\XiC: S"",i=l,- ' ,k )  
and that =S^-Sk-I ,  then is an open kn-ce\\ and ScS, == U U U  ••• is a CPF- 
complex, Note that = ^ o and S  ^= S'  ^ Define a map
(2 *1 ) : (5 ”x /, 5”x/U ^oX / ) — > which maps {S^'-eo) x Q - homeomor-
phically onto —^o, ^ ^  0 ,
by the formulas O = ( l “ 2 / ( l “ ^i), 2 ( / ( l - - 2 0  ( l “ /i))
and 4 (^ 1, •••,J^ «~,-i),1 “ 0  = ( 1 “ 2 /(1 ™/i),2 //o, . . .,2 /4 ,- i,-2 ( /( l--2 0 (l-~ « )^ )  for 
^ l - ^ ^ l ) .
Define
( 2  • 2 ) an extension dn: {SSo x /, SSo x I )  — >■ (5”+  ^ o^) of dn = dn\ S^ x I,
by the formula dn{xx"-Xk, for ^ and for /= I ,--- ,
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i k
where X,-€ S”, %••• ATjg S^, ^=O and ^ i=YlpiXj ,eo)/Y!iP(xj,eo) for the distance
_7 =  1
function p. The map dn defines a continuous map 
( 2 -2 ) ' i: SSo—
As is easily seen i is one-to-one into and then i is an injection on 5^ ”, k<oo. 
We define a suspension ho7no7norphism E  by setting 
( 2 -2 )^ ^
By [7] and [15] we have that i induces isomorphisms of homology, cohomology 
and homotopy groups :
(2-3) P  and 4  :
It is easy to see that 
(2 .3 )' : 71,(5^, 5,^ ) S;D.
From the relations in the cohomology ring [ 1 0 , Ch. IV, Prop. 18],
(2*4) for suitably chosen generators e i^W '^S ^ )  we have the following relations {cup- 
product) in them :
i) i f  n is even, then et^=j \ ej^
ii) i f  n is odd, then ^2/-^2y= C'?0 2^(/+i), = = = ! 2^y. 
Next we introduce James’ combinatorial extension from [7] :
(2*5) a map f :  (SI', Sl-t) — ► (SZ, o^) can be extended over the whole of SSo ci^d 
we have a combinatorial extension / :  SSo—  ^ of the map f  such that f \ S k = f  I f  
f t  is a ho7notopy, then f  is also a homotopy.
The map /  is defined briefly as follows. First we remark that f  (Sk)CS^  for 
some j < oo, For a point X = Xi--Xt Cr,- G 5 ”, /= I, •••, t) of SSo, we define its image / (x) 
by the formula f ( x ) = fC x i ‘"Xt) = Ilf(xM'"^a-(k)^y where c; is a monotone in-<r
creasing function of ( I , ---,^) into (I, •••,/) and the order of the multiplication 
n  is an order of {<r} such that a<a' if and only if (j(i) =(7'(i), i=l, "• , k ' - I  and 
aQk')<a^(k') for an integer ¥ ^ k .  f (x )  is independent of the representation x=xi 
'"Xt and /  is continuous.
For a given map / :  (S'\eo) -—► (5^, ^o), we difine its suspension Ef:
— ► Co) by the formula Ef(dXx, t))= d^(f(x) , t), x G te  I. The combinatorial
extension of /  is a homomorphism : f { x t " -X t ) = f  {xi) ••• / (xt). Then 
(2 -6 ) the compositions S2(Ef) oi : ^  — v and I of: SSo—  ^SZ — ►
j2 (5 m+i) homotopic to each other.
Proof. Define a homotopy Fq : (S<^x/, S ^ x / ) — by the formula 
Fq: {xt'"XkJ)=dn^{f{x^),{t-X^i-t)/(X^^-X^,-t)) for and for i==l,-',k ,
where x, G S”, ^ ^ = ^ 0  and Q'^Kxj^eo)
PC/C- i^), <^ o)/XI P(/(^y), ^o))- Then Fedefincsahomotopy fo:SSo—  ^ such
th a t /o - J 2 (£y) O Z and fx = i ° f  q. e. d.
Define a map
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(2-7)
by setting f i ( 0  = O and -■ Q  for
W ^  2. Then Tjr„ maps I" —I" homeoraorphically onto S“—eo. Define a map
(2‘i y
by the formula h,;i^lrJiU — tn) — ^nikk-i)n+u — Jhn)) = t hen hk maps 
e*” = S j -S l- I  homeomorphiclally onto S*“—eo. Let 
(2• 7) " : (5 ”, 5|_0 (5 »^, «o)
be the combinatrial extension of h k .
For a given map / :  (S", o^) — >■ (S”, eo), we define a map 
(2 -8 ) ( /)* : (S^eo) —>(S^”,eo)
such that the diagram
Si;- h '
/  , I hk^ _^
is commutative. Obviously such a map (/)*  is determined uniquely and continuous. 
(2 ‘8 )'' If a is represented by f, then ( f ) ’’ represents ( —
••• where £ = \kn{n+ni) (Jk-X) and we orient
the sphere S' such that the map preserves the orientations.
Proof. Define a map
(2 -8 )'' (S”xS^S"VS'•) ^ ( S ’’-^ '',eo)
by the formula <pn, r(^n(tt, — J„), ■■■ , ,Ur)) =^n+r(tl, ■■■ ,t„,Ui, ■■■ ,U^), ( t i , -  ,
4) € / ”, (mi, •••, Mr) € then r maps (S”—eo) x (S'’ —eo) homeomorphically onto 
S ’‘*’’—eo. Then we have the following commutative diagram





where = In the notation of [ 2 ], the diagram
shows that the class au of (/)^ is the reduced join of a and ak-i. By [ 2 , Th. 3 ‘2 .],
and then (2 «8 )'' is proved by the induction on k,
q. e. d.
Let F  be the combinatorial extension of (/)^, then from the definition of the 








is commutative. From (I • I), (2 «3) and (2*6), we have the following commutative 
diagram
n ,(S ^ )—^7r.(SSo, S f -J
(2-9) Ef^ U f* E i f  ) i
n,{S”) n . { S S > ,  Sf.i)
where Hi -  S U )
for r = n ,m  and is equivalent to hk .^
The following theorem is due to James [8 ].
T heorem  (2*10). I f  n is odd, then S'") and are isomorphic.
Proof. If n = l, this follows from the fact that 7r/+i(S^) ^ 7T/+i(5 ^ ) a n d  
7z:/S ^ ) = 0  for j  > I. Now suppose /2 ^ 3 . By the isomorphisms of (1«1) and ( 2  «3)', 
it is sufficient to prove that hz^ : S^) — is an isomorphism for all i.
The conditions i) and ii) of (1*7) are easily verified for the map h^ : (5^, S'") — > 
Co). Take generators ei and e^  e such as in (2*4) and such
that h^(e[)=e2. From the relatinos in (2»4), /?2 satisfies iii) and iv) of (1*7) when 
we set Jp= {^ 0, ei) and B= {^ o, 2^, e^ , }• We have that /z*(^D=^2 * since (il^h^Cet) 
= ^ 2  (C i^)O = (/^ 2 (^1) ) '=  fe ) '=  (^ ’0 ^2/. Then the map /z2 satisfies all the conditions 
of (1*7) for R = Z ,  and the theorem (1*8) implies that h 2  ^ : S”)—
is an isomorphism for all i>  I. q. e. d.
It is also proved in [ 8 ] that
(2 ‘1 0 ) ' i f  n is even S") and are Q^-isomorphic.
This is, however, contained in the following theorem as the case p = 2. 
T heorem  (2»11) I f  n is even and p is a prime, then S^_i) and
are Qp-isomorphic.
Proof. By ( I -I), (2«3) and (2*3)', it is sufficient to prove that hp^ : 5|_i)
— >7Ti(S^) is a 6 /,-isomorphism for all i. Since hp is of degree I on e '^\ we may 
take generators and such as in (2*4) and such that h^{e^
= Cp . Set B=  {^ 0, ep^  e2p, •••} ®Zp and F=  {^ 0, ••• , ep-t) ®Zp . Then the conditions
i), ii) and iv) are easily verified for the map hp : (5^, 5^_i) — > (5^ , e^ and for 
the coefficient field R = Zp. By i) of (2«4), Cjp*ei= ejp+t and (-^ 'W) ^  I 
(mod. p) for ^ ^ i  <p. Next, in the integral coefficient, we have that h^{ej) =^.Q‘^p) ••• 
i^^ p)ejp since ie'j)=ht ((^i)0 -  Since - ^ e p -
Op = (^ 1 =1) ••• (-^l-i) (mod. p), we have an isomorphism : i7*(5^, Z^) ^ 5. 
Therefore the map hp satisfies the conditions of (1*7), and we have from the theorem 
(1-8) th.d.t hP^  '. Tr.^ {Slo, 5^_i)— > 7T,(S^) is a ©^!,-isomorphism for i > l .  Then 
the theorem is proved. q. e. d.
Corollary  (2-12). We have an isomorphism of p-primary components:
H p  = H p o i ^ - ^ : ^ Q - ^ o i ^ o h p ^ o f ^ - ^ :  ;/?) S%^t \  p)
p)  ^7T,(i^(5^-^^) ; p) ; p)
3. Cohomology of some path spaces
In this § , we suppose that n is even.
First we calculate the cohomology ring of the space of loops in Sf_i.
The path-space 5f-i) is a fibre-space with the base S%^ t and the fibre
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j2 (S |-i). Let { E p \d r )  be the (integral) cohomological spectral sequence associated 
with this fibering. Since 5|_i) is contractible, = 0  for p + q>Q. Since
is simply connected and since is free, ®
If an element a of is (i^-cocycle for r ^ s < t ,  we denote by a:? a its cohomology
class in If p ^O , n , ......, (k~l)n, then = = Q for r ^ 2  and dr(r^2 )
is trivial when r ^ n , 2 n , ...... , {k —I) n. Therefore we have isomorphisms tcl \ E t
= En , = /=  I, 2 , ...... , k - 1  and Efk~i)n+i = E ^ .  Consider
elements a ^ and bj = 0 , I, 2 , ...... , such that
(3*1), i )  dn(ifcl(l (S)a)) =KlCet^l),
ii) bo = I,
iii) dck-i')n(fCa-i)nC^0bj'))==f^a-i)n(ek-i®a-bj-.i).
Then
(3*2), i)  the elements a and bj are uniquely determined by (3*1),
ii) and 6 , =  C'tO^.+y.
Proof. Since = =O and = = the sequence O— 4%
£^ 2» O— jg exact. Since tcl are always isomorphisms, we have an isomorphism 
(a:2)"1 o^/-1 oa:2 : ^« ,0 — > E%>^ — Then ^ is determined uniquely 
by (3*1), i). Since = = 0  if p+ q^Q ,  the boundary homomorphisms
dik-t)n are always isomorphisms. Since 0 = — >Ep^ is trivial, Efj^
C E^’  ^ and (a:(j^ -d : E%lt)n— >El'^ is defined and an isomorphism into. Since 
= 0 , is defined on the whole of Therefore a homo­
morphism O
^o,?+(^-i)«-i defined. Then l® bj  is the image of ek-i®a*bj-t under this 
homomorphism and bj is determined by ii) and iii) of (3*1) uniquely. Next we 
prove the formula ii) of (3*2) by the induction on the total dimension i+j. Obviously 
bo• bi-b^•bQ-= bi, Suppose that i, j > 0 , bi-i• bj -  (^t~r^) and bi • bj^t == (^ ’V “ )^
Since l® bi  and I ® by are (i^-cocycles for 2 ^ r < ( k  — V)n, their product
0.®bi) • (l®bj) = (l®bi*bj) is also dr-cocyc\e for 2 ^ r < (k — l^n. Then
d n(X®bi-bj))
^dik-l)n{fHk-Dn(X®bi') • K\k-Dn(X®bj))
= f c \ k - i ) n  ( f e - 1  ® a • b^-t) • ( I  ® bj) ) + i c \ k - i ) n  ( (I ®  b^ • (2 ) a • ^ i )  )
= ® a • • bj^rbi • V l)  )
~ d{k-l)n{f \^k-l-)n(X ® (*tO^ M-y))*
By operating the homomorphism we have that \®bi-bj=-l
®("V^bt+j then the formula ii) of (3*2) is verified. e. q. d.
Let P''{a, bj) be a subring of if*(j2 (Sf_i)) generated by the elements a, b±, b2, 
......, and set P \a , bj) ==HKS2(SU)) nP^(a, bj). Then
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Lemma  (3*3). the elements bj and a*bj  ^ I, 2 , ....... , are of infinite orders,
and bj) ^Qp for a prime p '^ k  and for all t (n : even).
As a corollary,
(3 -3 ) ' Zp) ^  (a, bj)®Zp for a prime p ^ k .
Proof of (3*3). Obviously so that we prove (3»3)
by the induction on the dimension t>0. Suppose that (3 »3) is true for dim. < t , t> ^ .
i), The case t ^  jikn  — 2) + in — \ and t ^  j{kn — 2) + { i+ l)n~2 for j a n d  for
I ^ i < k .  In this case, t — in + l ^  j  {kn — 2) and t — in + l --^j{kn — 2) + n — I, then 
Ein,t-in+i^  ^ ^ Qp . Since the coboundaries in E f J  
are trivial,  ^ ••• = and din maps EfJ/E%{^-)n isomor- 
phically into Efn^ ^Qp. Then ^Qp implies E f J  ^Qpior l ^ i < k .  There­
fore we have that El>^ ^Qp >
ii) Thecase t= j{k n ~ 2 )+ n - l .  Inthis case t —in+l=^{j—l)(kn — 2) + (k — i+V) 
n~2  and ^Qp for K i  < k.  Similarly to the case i), 
E?; V-£^ (|+i)«  ^Qp K i  < k  and this implies thet E'^J G Qp. Since dn{tcl(l®a*bj)) 
= dn{tcl(l® a)) •tcl(l®bj)= kI(^i® bj) , the sequence :  ^— > El^ /^{icl(l® a-bj) } 
El^^-^-^^/{icl{e^®bj)}^H^-^^^^Q{SU))/{bj})^epis exact and tcl{l®a^bj) has to 
be of infinite order. Then E^ ^^ /^icl(X®a*bj) ^  /  {(^*bj) ^Qp and a^bj 
is of infinite order.
iii) The case t -= Ci+1) (^^-2), 0 . Inthiscase t—in + l^j(kn~-2) + {k~ i—l)n  
+;^—I and G 6  ^ for l ^ z < ^ - l .  Similarly to the case
i), EfJ/E%\.-^~^n^Qp for 1 ^ ^ ‘ < ^ - 1  and this implic*3 that V-^a-Dn^ • Since
=0, the sequence
(1+1)« ^ O is exact. Since t -  (k — i — I) n = j  {kn — 2) + {i + I) n - 2,
and for
— I, and then a:*(^ +i)« is a ©^-isomorphism for l^z< y^~-l. Thereforethehomomor-
pniSm K^lt (^ k-f) n) ik-l')n° ^ ik-i:>n • 2 ^ {k-l)n ^^(/e-l)w ^
El^^ is a ©^-isomorphism, since d k^-Dn is an isomorphism. This isomorphism maps 
Ck-i®a*bj to 1 0 ;^+a, then € Qp implies that I-P{Q{Sl-,-d)/
{bj^ i^} 6  Qp and the element has an infinite order.
iv) The case t ^ j ( k n - 2 ) + i n - l  or t=j(kn-2)+in~-2 for and for K i  <k. 
Since = 4 (4 (1 ® ^ ))
by (2-4), i), the boundary homomorphism 4 :  2) jg a
©^-isomorphism for l ^ i <  k. Then we have that  ^ E f
^Qp for r > n and for l ^ i < k .  It is easily seen that in this case the image of 
din: E f J — belongs to Qp for \ ^ i < k .  Then by the same argument as 
the case i), we have that //^(i2(5f_i)) 6  Qp.
Consequently, for all dimension / > 0 , i 7 ^(j2 (Sf_i))/P^(<2 , bj) G Qp for s < t  implies 
H\^^(^Sl^-i))/P\a,bj) ^ Qp^  and the lemma (3*3) is proved by the induction.
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Next we prove that
(3-4) HKQ{SU, S l - 2)) and Hi{S^(,S’U ,  S^_2))
(Sf-1)) for i>Q.
Proof. Let be the spectral sequence associated with the fibering
> (S|_i, Sf-a) whose fibre is i2 (S|_i). Since the pair (S|_], 
5 f-2) is acyclic, the spectral sequence E p “ is trivial for r ^ 2 . Then
S U ) ,  Q iSU , S U ) )  = (S U , S U )  (i? (S^i))
^ H “{Q{S%--d). Since the space Q{SU, S U )  is contractible, the coboundary homo­
morphism 6' :  S U ) )  — S U ) ,  Q iSU , S U ) )  is 
an isomorphism for ( ^ - >0.  Therefore, by setting /=  {k — l)n+ q--l ,  we 
have the isomorphism (3 "4). For the homology the proof is similar. q. e. d.
Let i\ S2(SU) — ^S^(SU, Sf-z) be the injection, then 
(3"5) the injection homomorphism i* : H'“‘~^(i2(SU, Sk-2) ) — > is 
a Qp-isomorphism for a prime p ^ k ^ 2 .
Proof. Let E p ‘ be the spectral sequence mod. p associated with the fibering 
S l-2) - ^ S | - 2, then E l’^^ H ^ i S U ,  Z p )® H K a iS U ) ,  Zp). By (3-3)',
= O when k n - 2 ^ s + q ^ k n - l ,  {s, q)^{Q, kn -2 )  and (s, ^ )# (0 , (^ +  l)w -3 ). Then 
the operator dr is trivial in Ep'> if s+q = kn~2, thus El^ ' "^-''  ^= and
= O if S >  0. Since the injection homomorphism i* is represented by the composition 
H'‘"-^{S2(.SU, S U ) ,  Zp) — >E^^‘”‘-^(ZEi’i‘>‘- ^ ^ H ’‘"-\J3(SU ), Zp), i* is an isomor­
phism with the coefficient Zp. By (3-3) and (3*4) the groups H *'(S(SU ))  
H*{Q{SU, S I- 2)) have no /!-torsions. Then the injection homomorphism i* : 
iS U ,  S f-2) )— > (S (S U ))  is a ©^-isomorphism. q. e. d.
R e m a rk .  It may be proved that the homomorphism (Klk-i->n)^''-°dz^--)n°K%-i)„: 
j^a-Dn^q— ^ £o,q+ik-i)n-i Jg equivalent to the homomorphism i*°S^^ ■
(SU , SU ,) ,  i^ iSU , S%-z'))^m’‘-^^ ’‘-^^-^(Q(SU, S f-2) ) — Then 
the isomorphism of (3-4) maps to a-b, and, in (3"5), 61 is the image of a 
generator of H ’‘”^ ^(S2(SU, Sl-^)).
Consider a complex i f '= Ue*''. Then 
(3 *6 ) the following two conditions are equivalent (p ^  k)
i) ef# 0  in H'‘’'(K', Zp).
ii) FP”-H S(K '),Zp)^0 .
Proof. Cl'Bk-I = tCk for an integer t and for a generator e* of H'“‘(K'). Since 
et^i= (^ -1 ) ! Ck-i and (k -1 )  ! ^  O (mod. p), the condition i) is equivalent to
i)' t (mod. p).
Let E p  be the cohomological spectral sequence mod. p associated with the fibering 
Q ( K ' ,K ') — >K', then E p ” ^  H “(K', Zp) ® H ‘(Q(K'), Zp) and £*, is trivial. As 
the proof of (3*3), we see that H ‘(Q(K'), Zp) -= O for n - l < i < k n  — 2. Since 
dr‘. is trivial for 2 ^ r < ( k - l ) n ,  we have an isomorphism tc%--L-,n'-
2jo,te-2 ^  Since = 0 , we have an isomorphism dik-i)n
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^  Since the coboundary operator dr is trivial in for
n < r< Q k - l ) n ,  we have an isomorphism ^  Since
=-0 if k> 2,  the sequence O —^  is
exact ii k>  2. Ii k = 2 the sequence O —  ^  ^ El^’  ^ is exact.
Consequent!}^ we have that (S] (KOy Zp) ^  = O if and only if dn'.
^a-i)«,«-i — £ ^ « , 0  is an isomorphism. Since dn{iciiek-i® a)) ^ ==tK\{ek 
0 1 ) and since tt\ are isomorphisms, the conditions i)" and ii) are equivalent.
q. e. d.
4. The group ;r/(Sf_i), n i  even.
In this § we suppose that n is even.
First we consider the case n = 2. Let Mk-i be the ( ^ - 1 ) -dimensional complex 
projective space. There is a fibre bundle (5^^" ,^ Pq^ Mk^t) with the fibre S^. Then 
we have an isomorphism 7T/(Mife_i) + 7r,_i(S^) for all / and tt, (M^_i) = O for
2  < / < 2 ^ - 1 . Since the dimension of S^_i is 2k-2 ,  the identity on is extended 
over a map
/ :  S U
and these maps /  are homotopic to each other.
Theorem (4»1) The map f  induces a Qp-isom orphism : 7r,(S|_i) — >7Ti{Mk-d 
for a prime p '^ k '^ 2 .
Proof. By (1 »6 ), it is sufficient to prove that
m { M u - t ,Z p )^ H % S U ,Z p ) .
Let  ^= I, ••• ,i^  — l, be generators of i/2'(S|_i) such as in (2-4). From the 
definition of f ,  there is a generator e of H'^{Mk--d such that /*(^) = ^ i. A sisw ell 
known, e^  is a generator of for O ^ L  Since/*(^0  = C/*(^))'= fe ) '
^ i l e ,  and since il  (mod. p) for O ^ i ^ k - K p ,  we have that /*  is a ©^-iso­
morphism for all dimensions. Then /*  is an isomorphism of mod. p. q. e. d.
(4»2) There is a map g: S U  whose class in 7T2A;-j(5 |_i) is not divisible
by P for a prime p ' ^ k .  Then Tti(SU) is a Qp-isomorphism for
i >  2 . ( ^ ^ 2 ).
Proof. The first part of (4*2) is easily verified from (4»1). Since Pq^  \ Tt2k-i 
(^ 2/^ -1) — 7r2/,_i(M^_i) is an isomorphism, there is a map g ' : such
that the c o m p o s i t i o n s a n d  /° ^  are homotopic to each other. Then the degree of 
g '  is not divisible by p. Since g '  induces ©^-isomorphisms of the cohomology groups, 
g '  induces ©^-isomorphisms of the homotopy groups by (1 »6 ). Then Po^^°gt^=f^,°g^ 
is a © ^ -isomorphism. Since po.^  is an isomorphism for i> 2  and since and are 
©^-isomorphisms, g^ is a ©/,-isomorphism for i>2. q. e. d.
(4»3) There is a map go'. S^^'^— i?(5|_i) such that ip '^k )
: H ^ ^ - \ S 2( S U ) ,  Zp)  Zp) .
Proof. Let T  be the universal covering space of i2(5|-i) and let a :T — >
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be the projection. Then we have that iJ'(j2(S |_i), ^  W {T , Zp)+H'~'^ 
(T, Zp) and Zp) ^  Zp) (cf. [10, Ch. I, Prop. 4, Cor. I]).
By (3•3)^ Z p )^H K S ^^ - \  Zp) for /< 4 ^ -4 . Then there is a map
— > T  such that Zp) ^ Z p ) .  Then (4-3) is proved by
setting = OOg'. q. e. d.
Proposition (4»4). Let n be even and let p be a prim e' ^ k '^2. I fthere is 
a map g\ — > S|_i such that (jQg)  ^: Zp) ^  Zp),
then the correspondence (a, /3) — >Ea+g^/3 defines a Qp-isomorphism T[.i_-^ {S^ ~^ ) -^ rCi 
,->1.
Proof. First consider the case n 2 and consider the universal covering space 
T  of j2(5|_i) as in the proof of (4*3). Then there exists a map g '  : — > T  
such that pog' == S2g\ S i n c e  (T, Zp) Zp) for i < -4 , : 712^-2
(5 2 ^-2) — >7Z2k-2(.T) is a 6 /,-isomorphism. Therefore the class of S2g\S^^~^ in 
^ 2/fe-2 C^(5 f_i)) is not divisible by p. Since 7r,-_i(5 ^ ) = 0  for i > 2 , =O and
7ri(S^) ^ 7r2(S|_i), (4«4) is proved, for n = 2, by (4«2).
Next consider the case ;z^4. Define a map G : S”"^x by
the formula G(x,y) = i(x) ^ Qg{y) where * indicates the product in loops and i is 
the injection of (2 »2 ) ^  It is easy to see that the induced homomorphism :
is equivalent to the correspondence given in 
(4»4). By (1-6), it is sufficient to prove that G* :
is a e^-isomorphism. Let ej be generators of 
such as in (2»4) and let a and bj be the elements of (3-2). We may 
set G*(^y) =l(g)^*(^y)-= l(g)/y^y for some integers tj. By the assumption of (4«4), 
/1 ^ 0  (mod. p). By the assertion of (2»4), and (3• 2 ), ii), v/e have that l® t{j\e j  
==l®{tiet)^==(G'^(bt))^==G'^(b{)==G'^{j\bj)^l®tjj\ej. Therefore tj = t{^Q (mod. ^). 
Obviously G*(a) is a generator (8 ) 1  of i2(5^”"^)) and G"^{a*bj) ^tj{a'
®ej). Then it follows from (3*3) that G"" is a 6 /,-isomorphism. q. e. d.
L emma  (4-5) Let n be even ^  4 and let p be a prime ^  ^ ^  2 . Then the fol- 
Ioiving two conditions are equivalent]
i) there is a map g: such that (i2^)* : (5f_i), Zp) 
^H^^^ ' - \ ^{S^^-^ ) ,Zp) ,
ii) there is a complex K= such that e l^O  in Zp).
Proof Consider a map g' : -  and a complex K ' = S%-t\Je^^ in which
e^ "^  is attached by the map g'. Let G' : — >J2(5f_i) be the restriction of i2g' 
on Define a space = J2 (Sf_i) by attaching a cell with
the map G'. Let d\ j?(5f_i) x / — > 5f_i be defined by setting d{x,t)=x{f) , then 
d is extendable over d: Q' x I — >K' such that d maps ( / —/)  homeomorphically
onto e '^\ This shows that Q' is imbedded in S2(K')- Let f/>i: J2 ' — > and (/>2 : 
K ' — >5^" be maps which pinch S2(Sk-i) and 5|_i respectively. In the diagram
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■.-I) --------------- k ---------- _>
the commutativity holds, where i is the injection. By making use of [3, Th II], the 
homomorphisms <^ 2 ,^ E  and also z* are isomorphisms for (^k+l)n~A. Then
is an isomorphism for By (1 »6 ),
for i< {k  + l )n  — 4:. In the exact sequence------— >
Zp) Zp) — > ••• the coboundary homomorphism d
is equivalent to the homomorphism (J2^ 0 * : H K ^{S l- t,) Z p )— > H ' Zp) 
for i <  {k + l ) n ~ - i  since we have the following commutative diagram
^ : s i g ' T
G'* Zp)
Zp)  S*»-2, Zp)
where G' is a characteristic map of such that G' and the map
/ i s  the injection. Therefore H^''~^(ig{K'), Zp) , Zp)-==0 if and only if
(.i^g')^ : Z^) — Zp) is an isomorphism. Then (3»6)
implies the lemma (4«5). q. e. d.
T heorem  (4»6). i) I f  p > k ,  then there is a map g: ^ Sl-± such that
the correspondence ( a ,/5) — > Ea+g.j^Xfi) induces a Qp-isomorphism : +tt,-
— > 7r^(Sf_i) for all i>  I (n : eve^i).
I f  the assertion of  i) is true for the case p = k, then n/2 has to be a power of p.
Proof i) is proved from (4 «5), (4*4) and (2»3) by seiting k == S i .  Ii n = 2,
i) is true for the case p ^ k  since (4*2). Suppose that n'^4= and k ^ p .  Consider 
the map G which is defined in the proof of (4-4). Then from the assertion of i), 
G^j. induces ©^-isomorphisms of the homotopy groups. By (1 *6 ), we have an 
isomorphism G*: i/*(i?(52_i), Z^) Z^). Then (j?^)*:
Q^{SU), Zp) ^  Zp). By (4»5), there is a complex K= S%_^\Je^''
such that e {^{ )  in H^^'iK^Zp). For the Steenrod’s operation we have
that H%K,Zp)^H^^^(K,Zp) since P = 4 -  Considerthe mxap d,: ( S U
X/, S f_ iX /)— >(S"+^^o) of (2«2). We construct a complex L = S^^^ U and 
a map D ' : (K x I, K  x I) — > (L, Cq) such that ^  = D' | Sf_i x /  and that D' maps 
e^ '' X ( I—i)  homeomorphically onto Identifying the subset K x  i u  CqX I  of K x I
to a single point, we obtain a suspension BK  of K, and the identification defines 
a map D : E K — > L  such that D* : i7'(L, Z^ O ^  (BK, Zp) for i = n + l and 
i = pn + l. From the commutativity of the Steenrod’s operation P""/^  with D* and 
the suspension homomorphism (isomorphism), we have that P""^ :^ iJ''^^(L, Zp)
(L, Zp). If n!2 is not a pov/er of p, then by the id e m ’s relations In [ I ] ,  [ 6 ], 
is a linear combination of iterations of P^ for Q < j< nl2. Since P ^ Z p ) )  
C Zp) = O for O < y  <  nl2, P^ and hence ^re trivial. This cont­
radicts with the fact that P^^  ^ is an isomorphism. Therefore nl2 has to be a power 
of p. q. e. d.
R em ark  W ehave that (4»6) is true for the case P =^k  and n==2p. This 
follows from the fact that the cokernel of E^: ^ 2/ - 2(5 ^^ "^  ; ^) — > ; p) is
Z p  (see appendix).
5. Relative Hopf invariant and applications
Let A  and B  be spaces and let ao and do be points of A  and B  respectively. 
Denote by ^  V ^  the subset A x  bo U agX B  of A x B. Let i i : A  — > A x bo C A x B  
and /2 : B  — > ao x B d A  x B  he the injections and let pi \ A \J  B  — > A  and p^ \ A \ f  B  
— > B  be the projections. It was proved in [16, § 4] that the injection homomor- 
poisms : tli^A) — >7t^{Ay B) and {2 ,^ : tt-XB) — > Ttj^AS/ B)  and the boundary 
homomorphism d : Tti+t^AxB, AM B)  — > n.i{A V B)  are isomorphisms into and that 
we have a direct sum decomposition
(5-1) TtiiAy B)= it^7ti<iA)+i2^ '^^^^{B) + dni^ tiA xB , A \ /  B) for i>  I.
A homomorphism
(5*2) Q : TCiiAy B)  — >TEi^^{A x B, A y  B) given by the formula Qia) ^d~^ia-~it^ 
ipi^ia)) —i2^{p2^ioc))) is the projection to the third factor of  (5‘1).
It follows from the exactness of the homotopy sequence of the pair {A V B, A) 
that the injection homomorphism : TC iiA yB )— >7C^iAy B, A) is onto and its 
kernel is it^Tc^iA). Therefore
(5-1)^ TtXAy B, A) = u(i2^^7TiiB)) +UidTCi^iiAx B, A y  B ))  for i > I.
Similarly, from the exact squence of the triad i A y  B ; B, A) we have an isomorphism 
(5 * I) y; oj^od : xB, A y  B) ^ T tX A y  B ; B, A) for i >  2,
where j' y^. TCjiAy B; B, A ) — >TC.iiAy B; B, A) is the injection homomorphism. 
Projections
(5 »2 )" Q': TtXAyB, A ) — >TCi^tiAxB, A y  B)
(5-2)'' and TC^iAy B \ B, A ) - ^  TCi^tiAxB, A y  B)
are defined such that the diagram
n X A y B ^ h ^ n . i A M B . A )  7ti{Ay B  ■, B, A)  29
(5-3) I O' yQ '>
* Tti^t iAxB,  A y B)' ‘
is commutative. Then = and 0  = .
Let Ko be an 1 ) -connected finite cell complex and let eo be a vertex, n^2 .  
Attaching an r-cell e'' to Ko by a characteristic map
H : (/^ i \  /^ -1) — > iKo ^  e\ Ko, ^o), r ^  2 ,
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such that JJL maps F - F  homeomorphically onto e \  we have a CM^-complex
K = K o ^  Denote by / 5. and /L subsets of F given by /r.= {Ht,---, Q  € /'' Ur ^  4-}
Iand /!1=  ^ F  \ The image of F^ under the map is a closed r-
cell E'' and its boundary is an (r--l)-sphere containing Set K q = K q ^  fx
( F ) ,  then ' E  = K  and Ko r-, E"'==S''~ .^ As is easily seen, K q is a deformation 
retract of and TiXK, K q) ^ T t i iK ,  K q) for all i. Define a map 
(P : (K;  E \  K q) — > (K  V ; S \  K )  
by the formula cp(x) = (x, Cq) for x^Kq  and
,  \ ( . l l i k , - - , t r - t , 2 Q ,  e^), O S t r S -
cpinih,--Jr--L, tr)) = \  ^ I 2
[ (eo, i^ r ( t l , - , t r - l ,  2 t r - D ) ,
for (ft,--,  tr--i, tr) G /^  where ^ : (F, F )  — > (5^ €q) is a map of (2*7). Then <p 
pinches the sphere 5"'“  ^ to a single point o^X of K  V 5^ Let 
(Pr: (Kx S \  K  V SO — > (E^K, Cq) 
be a map which maps (K —Cq) x  (S"'~^o) homeomorphically onto E''K—e .^ Aspace 
E X  is called a suspension of X  rel Xq^ X  if there is a map 
d: ( X x l ,  X x I ^  X q X I ) — ^  (EX, Xq) 
which maps (X —Xq) x  ( I - I )  homeomorphically onto E X - Xq. The sphere 
is a suspension of S'' rel. eo by the map of (2 ®I). The space E^'^^K is a 
suspension of E ’^ K, if we define a map d : E ^ 'K x I— > E^'^^K by setting d((pr(x,y), 
t)^4yr+i(x, dr(y, t)), x ^ K ,  y ^ S \  t ^ I .  Therefore E''K is an ^-fold suspension of 
K
Now we define homomorphisms H, IF and by 
(5-4) jr.,(K) — >7r,(KV SO— >7Ci,^^(KxS\ K  V SO— >iZi^t(E^K),
(5*4)' H'-=<i r^A.^Q'ocp,,: n,(K, K q) — >7t,(KW S \  K ) — ^7Z,^t(KxS\ K  y  S O — > 
7T,^^(E^K),
(5-4)^  ^ = : TZXK; E \  K q)— >tzX K  W S ^ ; K )— >n,.,XKxS\ K V
SO — >7r,,-XE^K).
By (S-S) we have a commutative diagram
ttXK) — >71XK, Kq) --- >7TXK: E% K q)
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(5-5) X. H H '  /  W '
7T, i^ (E^K) .
The homomorphism H'  is refered as a relative Hopf homomorphism.
(5*6) I f  n, r>2, then the homomorphism IF' : tt, (K  ; E \  K q)— >rr,^^ (^E''K) is 
an isomorphism for i <  Min. (2 ^ + 2 , n + r, 2r) + r—?> and onto for  Z-=Min. (2 ;^+ 2 , 
n + r, 2 r) +  r -3 .
Proof. Since (K x  S \  K  V 50  is (^+r™ I) -connected and iT V 5^ is (Min. (n,r)
— I) -connected, the homomorphism is an isomorphism for f + l <  Min. (n, r)+n  
+ r—l and onto for z+ 1 = Min. (n, r) + n + r - l  by [ 3 , Th. 2 ]. Since (K q, S''"O,
5^“ )^ and 5^“  ^ are Min. {n, r )~ l , r ~ \  and ( r - 2 ) -connected respectively, the 
homomorphism : 7r^(iT; E \ K q) — >rri{K\/ S'" ] S \  K)  is an isomorphism for i <  
Min.(^, r )+ 2 ,r—3 and onto for ^=-Min. (n, r )+ 2 r - 3  by [9, Cor. (3 • 5)]. Since Q^ ' 
is an isomorphism, (5 *6 ) is proved. q. e. d.
In the diagram
-------  ^n . i E ’-, S--I) A  ^i(.K, K , ) — E \  K^')
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d \ H "
. A  TZi ( so  ^  7ti(K, Ko) M  ^ilxiE ’-K), 
the commutativity holds, where <p'-=p2 °(p: K — >K V S''— >5"' and ^  is a sus­
pension homomorphism. Since E  is an isomorphism for i ~ l  < 2 ( r— we have 
that Kq) -=Imdige z>i.+Kernel for i <2r~2  and that is an isomorphism
into and is onto for i <  2 r —2 . It follows from the exactness of the upper 
sequence of the above diagram and from (5 *6 ) that
(5*7) TCiiK, K q) ^7Ti{S'')+Zi+t(.E''K) for i<Mm.(2n, r) + r—2 and the projections 
to each factors are <p'^  and H'.
The homotopy class of the map is a generator of K q) and it is denoted
by the same symbol /j . Define a homomorphism
P : TTi^r.liKQ)— K q) 
by the formula P{a)-=[_a, /jl], a 6 /^-r+iC-K'o), where the bracket indicates the gener­
alized Whitehead product [ 4 ]. Then
(5»8) the homomorphisms P; — > TtiiK, K^) and : Tti{F, T ) — >
Tti{K, K q) are isomorphisms into for i <Min.(2n, r) + r~~2 and we have a direct 
sum decomposition
TtiiK, K q) = - /0+P^f-r+ i(^o) for  z <  Min.(2n, r) +  r~2.
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that the compositions and H'<^P are iso­
morphisms onto for i <  Min. (2 ^, r) + r —2 . It is easy to see that is equivalent
to the suspension homomorphism E\  — >7r,-(S0- Then is an iso­
morphism for i< 2 r~ 2 .  Nextconsider the homomorphism H ' oP=(^^^^oQ'o(p^oP, 
For an element a ^7t^ _^^^{Kq) , cp^iP^a)) ==(p^ {_a, fi] = ^ (p^ Xcc), (p i^/J^ li-=[_(p^ {^a), .v l 
where is the class of Since cp is identical on K q, (p^ j,{a) =i!j,{a) for the
injection i ' \ KqO K V  S \  Therefore cpr^XQVU^^), J )  =-i7^(P(ct)). E^^^K is a 
suspension of E^K  v/ith a map d: E ^ K x I — >E'^^K such that d(cf)s(x, y), t) =</>5+1 
(x, ds(y, t)). For a representative g: (/', / 0  — > (E'K, Cq) of ^  ^Tti^E^K) we 
associate the class E/3 ^7ti,-t{E''^'^K) of a map Eg: — > {E^^^K, Cq) by
the formula Eg{tt,--y ti -^d = digits,"', ti), Then we have a suspension homo­
morphism E \ TtXE^K) — Since E^K  is (Min.(/z, r ) + s —I ) -connected, 
E  is an isomorphism for i < 2 Min.(;7, r )+ 2 s —2 .
Let / :  p-^ +~^ ) — > {Kq, 6q) be a representative of a. Define a map
/ X ^ , : — > (i^xS^ K y  SO by the formula (fx^|r,)(ttr"J^-r-,s^l)
= and let a x ^i-r+s+i(Kx S \  K V  S^) be
the class of From the definition of the mappings, we have the formulas
E  ((I^ s° ( / X i/r j) O ( / X and E (a Xi,)) = (a X i) . Therefore
(j)r^(ax^.^) is an r-fold suspention E''(i^(a)) for the injection homomorphism 4 :
TCi-r+iiKo) — > 7T/_^+i(/Q. For the boundary homomorphism d : KWS'')
— > TTiCK V SO, we have that 0(a x^/) = [4 (a ), aJ. Then a Xj.^  = Q '(0 (a x.-.^ ))
= v^]- Consequently we have the formula H'oP=E''oi^. Since the pair
(K, Kq) is ( r - 1 ) -connected, the homomorphism iZi^r+iiKo) — > 7T,-_^ +i(iir) is an
isomorphism for i —r+ l < r—l. The r-fold suspension E'': Tti-^+iCK)— >7Ti+t{E''K)
is an isomorphism for i —r+l < 2Mm.(n, r)~~l. Then i7 '° P  is an isomorphism for
i < Min.(2 n, r) + r-~2. q. e. d.
Analogous discussions are allowable for the case K-Ko-=Ue^j. We replace E^ 
k
by the union VJE\j) of k cubes E \j)  having a single point Cq in common, K V  S''
k k k 
by <p(K)=^KV (U S ’’o)) and E ' K  by (U S \ j ) ) )  = U E'u)K,  where S \ f i  and
i=i i=i
E \ j ) K  are copies of S'* and E^'K, Then as an analogy of (5*7), we have an iso­
morphism
7T/(ir, U S\j))+1Zi^t(. U E \j)K )
J=I J=I
for i < Min.(2 ^, r) + r -2 .  Let /jy : F)  — > (iT, Kq) be characteristic maps of 
e^ j and denote by i i j ^ n X K ,  K q) the class of ixj. Define homomorphisms 
P j  : 7r,-_,+i(iTo) — >n,{K, K q) 
by the formula PjQa)=^[_a, juij']. Then we have that
Proposition (5 *8 )" I f  i < Mm.(2n, r) + r—l and n, r <2, then fij^ and Pj are 
isomorphisms into and we have that
TZi^K, Kq) h + PjTTi^r.I^Kq)).
Next consider the case n^2. Then
(5^8)^  ^ the formula of (5*8)" is also true for the ease n = 2.
Proof. If n-=2, Mm.(2n, r) + r -2  = Mm.{r+2, 2r-2). Obviously (5-8)' is true
for i ^  r. Then it is sufficient to prove that (5»8)' is true for f = r-f l >  4. The
k k
composition *. F)  — K q) — > 7t,^.i(US"(,o) == S t t . + i (5"(;)) is
an isomorphism into since the suspension homomorphism E:  — >7r^+^(S0
is an isomorphism for r >  3. Then is an isomorphism into and its image is a 
direct factor of 7t^+i (K, K q). Similarly to the proof of (5 -8 ), we have a commuta­
tive diagram
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^2 (Ko)  H '
TCiiK) - ^ n r , . i { E ’K)
; r „ 2 (U  E \ , ) K )
3=1
where Pj^ is an injection homomorphism onto a direct factor of
71^+2 ( \J E \ j)K ) .  Since and E  are isomorphisms for r >  3, Pj is an isomorphism 
J=I
into and its image is a direct factor of 7tr+i(K, Kq). Obviously the images of /Ltj^  
and Pj are disjoint and we have a direct sum decomposition 
nr+liK, Ko) F)+PjTZ^iKo))+ A
J = I
for a direct foctor A  of 7r^+i(iT, K q) .  Now consider a path-space K q) .  By
(1 *1 ), 7r^+i(iT, Kq) ^  TtX^iK, iTo)). Similar calculation to (3«4) shows that
Ei{Q{K, Ko)) K ) ,  n ( K,  K o ) ) ^ H r ( K ,  K q) ® Hi^r^^{.Q{K)), i > 0 .
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Then there are a CW-complex L =  U 5 ? / / + ^  r) and a map / :  L — >
3=1 CO
Q{K, K q) such that /  induces isomorphisms of the homology and homotopy groups.
k
Set Lq= US^ (j^^ , then ;r^_i(Lo) ^  ^r-iCLo) ^ tt^ -i CL) and tc^ L q) is a direct factor of
k .
IVX L )  which corresponds to the factor P )  of 7t^+i(K, K q) ^
(K, K q) ) .  From the exactness of the sequence: ttX L q) — > r tX L )  — >7rXL, L q)
— > (Lo) — > Ttr-I (L ) , we have that
n X L ) / n X L Q ) ^ K X L ,  L q) ^ H r ( L ,  L q) ^  H, (L) ^  (K, K q))  ^  H ^ K ,  K q) ^  
Ht (J? (K))  ^  LTXiT, K q) 0  TTi (s?(K)) ^  H ,(K , K q) ®  (K ) ^  Hr (K, K q) ®  (K q) .
Therefore Y^Pj7t2(KQ)+A is isomophic to Hr(K, Kq) (g) tc2 (Kq). Since Kq is a simply 
y=i
connected finite cell complex, ^ 2 (K) has a finite number of generators. Then the 
factor A  has to be trivial, i. e.,
^r^t(K, Xo)=S(/Jy^7r,_,i(L, h+Pj^2(KQ)).
Consequently (5*8)^  ^ is established. q. e. d.
Denote by (S'")  ^ the topological product 5" 'x---x5 '' of ^ ^-spheres, k > 2. 
Definea permutation (7y: (S'')^— > (S'0\ I ^  j  ^  k, by the formula (jj(x^,--,xk) 
= (X2,"‘, Xj, Xi, Xj+t,--, - ’Xk). Set
5?l)-5^x(^o)^”^ ^o=(^o)^
= (Ty (^f-i)^) , S^ y) = cry (5^i)^) ,
K^(S^)^~e^^ and
then K, Kq and U 5fy) are (k~l)n, (k — 2)n and n skeletons of (5"")^= (cq ^  
respectively. Define a map
I ( / ^  H  — > ((S«)^ K)  
h j  setting ^lr^^^^(tt,'-,tk,d==('^n(ti,-",t,d,'"y^n(tik-i)n+i,"'ytkn))  ^ Thls map is a 
homeomorphism on and then it represents an generator t, of 7Tkn((S^)^, K).  
The group TC^ (Kq) is a free module generated by the classes Cj of the maps ^ j ^ ^  
P — > S'" = — >S^ y) d  Kq. We may take characteristic maps /J^: (/c^ "'^ )% 
/^"i)”"i) — > (K, Kq, Cq) such that = and that fix is homotopic to
Denote by juij^7T(k~i)n(K, K q) the class of /iy.
P roposition  (5»9) I f  n ^ 2  and k>2, then we have a formula
y=i
for  the boundary homomorphism 0 : K)  — >nk„-i(K, Kg).
Proof. By (5*8)' and (5-S)", we have a direct sum decomposition nk„^t(K,Ko)
= Then 9<- has a from 0;. = S/A*(ay) + Sc.-,y
.  j=i i.y-i
[ ‘■■I, for some elements /(*“^ )”) and some integers c,-,;.
Let projections p„ : (S”)*— > (S”)*'^, I S  g  be defined by setting pi(xt,--\ 
Xk')^(.X2,---, Xk) and pm^p%°0'^- Pm maps homeomorphically onto a cell
of and maps onto a subcomplex L=
—gC*-!)" of Then the composition pi f^jii is a characteristic map of
and Pi°Mi=Pi°am^°iym°/^i=Pm°/-im- As is easily seen, the elements pm*Od for i ^ m  
form a system of the generators of x„{L) and />*,*('’■>») =O- From (5*8), Ttkn-i 
= Prr^iD and /^ m], are
linearly independent generators of Pn„(L). If j ^ m ,  then and
thus =O and />**(-«;) =0. From the commutativity of the diagram
;r,„((S’‘)^ K)  iCo)
O = ?r,„((S”)*-i, Z),
Vi^ e have that O = 0(/)„*(‘-)) =^«*(9-0 = S ( i ’m°/<y)*(«;) + Sc,-, /^jl= (Pm°Mm)*y-1 «>y-i
(ffm)+Sc,-, T h en itfo llow sfrom theabove  decomposition of rCk„-i
i^m
( (5 ”)*“\  L) that a„ = 0 and c,, „ = 0 for ?#m . Therefore we have that
Ayl*
Next we determine the coefficient cj^  j. Let a map f ' : L)—
eo) be defined such that S' then 6 ' maps homeomorphically
onto o^- Define a map f : (S^)^— by setting fife,-*-,
= and $j = l ioa j\  Then Sj(K) G V Sj (Ko)CS^  and
= = is a characteristic map of the cell S” V —5 ”.
Consider the following diagram
7r,„((S’’)^  i f )  -----7i ,„_,{K,Ko)
Obviously Mi*0) is a generator of ;rt„(S”xS(*‘ >^”, S” V and its boundary
is, as the definition, the Whitehead product of the classes of ■^ n and 
Therefore 0(fi*(O) =[li*O i), fi*(/<i)] = fi*Cn, Al]. Since <r,- is a homeomorphism 
of degree ( - 1 ) f,* (0 . 0  = 0  (f,-^  CO) = 9 ( . ■ ■ ) ) )  = 0 (#i* ( ( - I )  (‘-'>”0 ) =
/<J. Since = and (S")=eo for
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i# / ,  we have that #,>(/;,■) =fi*(-«i), f Ix=(^ i) and f,•*(<;;) =O for j  ^ i .  Then
j=l
Mil- Since /^i] is a generator of the infinite cyclic group PTtniS'') C
(S« S^) (by (5-8)), the equahty = /^i] impHes
that C/,/= Consequently we have the formula (5«9). q. e. d.
Now consider the reduced product 5f, and define a map
Vk'.
by the formula V k ( x i , - - ,  Xk) = x r " X k .  Obviously V k ( K )  C  5 |_i, V k( Ko )  C  S ^-2 and 
maps homeomorphically onto = Also each
is mapped by Vk homeomorphically onto = Sl-^~S%^i. The composition
Vk°^n^ • /^ 0^ — > ( ( 5 0 ^ i^ ) — > ( S lS ^ - t )  maps homeomorphically
onto — and the composition I "^") — > Cq) coincides
with the map J^rkn- Conversely a characteristic map : (I^^, P^) — > (S|, 5f_i) 
is homotopic to Vk°i^n^ if and only if the composition h^o/y has the same degree 
as that of '\lrkn. We take also the composition Vk°P^ i'> — > K — > S|_i as a
characteristic map of = S ^ -I-S f _ 2  and it is denoted by /j. Then /JL = Vk^ fJ-I
for I ^ i  and the composition /(^-^)^)— > e )^ is
homotopic to ' (^k-i')n- By applying the homomorphisms induced by the map Vk, it 
is deduced from (5<*9) that 
(5 °9 ) ' i f  n '^2  and k>2, we have a formula
j=--i
for the boudary homomorphism d : S |-i) — > 5 |_ 2) and for the
classes i^7Zkn(Sl, 5 |- i) , 7T(/,_i)^ C5 |- i, S%-2)and H ^nn (S l-^  of /i and
respectively.
In particular 
(5»9)^  ^ 0 6  = /^ ] i f  n is even.
Let a map
(pn = (p'. S^_1 > V
be defined as in the begining of this § by setting K= 8%^  ^ and Kq=SI - 2  and by 
using the above characteristic map /j .
(5*10). Let n be even. Let and Kk-i)n be the classes o f  the maps 
'^(k-i)n respectively. Then we have a formula
(Pn-Jr^ (d' )^=i^Xd^ ^+k\_.'n, Kk~l)n~]
for the boundary homomorphism d : 7run(S% — > nkn-\(Sl_-^, the induced homo­
morphism (pn^  : TTkn-i(Sk-d ■— > V and the injection homomorphism
i^ : 7Ckn-l(S^_d - -- >7Zkn-l(S^^^yS^^-^y').
Proof. In the diagram
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TT.niS^^SU )
0 /  V 0
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,•J*
cp,^
7tun-xi.SU) ^  7t,n^i{SU V S(‘-^)") ^  V S U )
the commutativity holds. As is easily seen
S|_i) and (Pn i^n)=I-U- Then «a-i)»]) by (5*9)". From the
exactness of the lower sequence of the diagram, there is an element a of Ttkn-i 
such that i*a = (pn^id!.)-Miin, ;(*-])«]■ Let j«)i: — > S U  be the
projection, then it is easy to see that the composition pi°(p„ is homotopic to the 
identity of Sf_i. Also the composition pi°i:S i.^ f— > ^ Sf_i is the
identity. Obviously =O for the homomorphism induced by the map
Pt. Then a =^i^O'*(a)) i(i-i)tJ) =Pi^S<P’t*i9'’)) = dt. Therefore
<Pn^ idi) -k iln , Hk-l)nl = i-*idi). Q. e. d.
6. A map h : Q i S U ,  S U )  ■— > S2”iS'‘’‘)
Let Q'^iX,A) be defined by S^^iX,A)=S2iS3iX),i2iA)) in the notation of § L 
i2^iX,A) is a space of singular 2 -cubes:
n^iX, = {/: P X \ f i h  C A J i p )  =Xoexi  
with the compact open topology. For a map — >iX,A,Xo),
define a map S2^ g: i l ‘, i ' )  — > iS2"<X,A), /o) by setting S^gik, ••• J d  iut, ui) = gih, 
■■■, ti, Ml, Ma), ih, ••• ti) G I', iu-i, M2) € p .  Then the cori'espondence g — > Q^g induces 
an isomorphism
(6 -1 ) Q^:7tu-2iX,A)^Tt.iaKX,A)), /> 0 '
By an analogy of [16, § 4], we shall define a map 
(6-2) Q-. Q iAyB , A )— >Q\ AxB,AyB)
such that the diagram
7 t .iA yB ,A )  R _ ^ 7 t i , i iA x B ,A y B )
(6 -2 ) ' | i 2 _  \q^
7t.^ iiQ iAyB , A)) Tti-^iQKAxB, A yB ))
is commutaiive.
Define maps v', V'''■ — >I by the formulas
A~3ti, O S  3 /1  S  1-^2,
2^, I —^2 ^  3^ 1 ^
I '  ik,k)  = j 3 ;^_ I + 4  g  3^ 1 S  2 ,
( 1 , 2 g  S^ i S  3,
and ^'^(/1, 4) = I — ^ 7' (I— /2), ( 1^, 4 ) 6 / “. For a path /  of B, A) ,  we associate
a singular 2-cell Q f ^ ^ ‘^ i A x B , A \ / B )  which is defined by the form ula
QKk, h) Q) ) ,  P zU W 'ik , « ) ) ) ,
where pt'> A \ / B — >A and p2 ' .A \ /B — >B and the projections in § 5. The conti­
nuity of the maps /, Pt and p2 imphes that of the map Q. Then 
(6 *2 )'  ^ the diagram (6 *2 ) ' is commutative.
Proof. Let i\ 2^{A\/B )— > Q{A\/B, A) be the injection, then the diagram
■HiiAyB) n t i A W B ,  A )
..■fi . „>0
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is commutative. First we prove the commutativity of the diagram 
(6-2) '"
TCi(AVB) —^  TT,-+1 (A x B, A v B)
7ti^i(i2(A\/B)) ^  ^ i^ t(Q K A xB ,A V B )) .
Let g': ( / ’, / ’) — > {AyB,aoXbo) be a map which belongs an element /9 of 
Tti(AyB). It is calculated directly that (9° (/?) is represented by a
map G : ( / ’, / ’) — > (AyB,aoXb(^ which is given by the formula
APi(g(k,  1 - 3 « ) ,  bo), o s ; ,  s i / 3 ,  
G(h, -  , t , - i , t i ) ^ \g (h ,  U-i, Zt,- I ) ,  l / 3 S ^ ,S 2 /3 ,
kao,p2(g(ti,- ,ti-i ,  3 - 3 « ) ) ,  2/3 S t .
Then G represents -/i*(/> i*(/S))+/?-/2*(/’2*(/®)) =9(Q (/?)) by (5*2). Since 9 is 
an isomorphism into, d°(SH^)~^°Q^.°Q=d°Q implies that = Therefore
(<o‘2)’"  is commutative. Since/* is onto, (6 *2 ) '' follows from (5*1)' and (5*3).
q. e. d.
From the definition of Q,
(6*3) Q maps the subset Q(A, A) of S(AyB, A) into the subset (A, A) of Si- 
(A x B, A yB ).
For given two maps / :  (A, Oq) — > (A', ao) and g : (B, bo) — > (B', bo'), we 
define m aps/X ^  : ^  x 5 — > ^ 'x 5 'a n d  f y g : A y B — > A 'y B '  by ( fxg )(a ,b )  
= (f(a), g(b)) axiA f y g==fxg\AyB. Then the diagram
Q (A yB ,A ) Q-^(AxB,AyB)
(6-4) \ s i f y g ' )  Q \s2 ( fxg )
G (A 'y B ',A ')  — > i2^ (A 'x B ',A 'y  BO
is commutative.
Let a map
iPn: Sf_i ^  S f_iV
be defined as in § 5 by setting K=S%^i and /fo = 5 f„2- Remark that p2 °<Pn is
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homotopic to /%_i of (2*7) ^  Define a map
: Sf_iX S^ —
by the formula < i^(x, J o ( ( - l ) ,  0 ) = ^(0 , Inductively, by
setting dr^i(y,t))=-dn,-r-i(^r-i(x,y), t), we obtain a map
f r : (S ^ lX S ^  St-iWSO  —^  (S"+'-, eo), r ^ l .
Remark that the restriction ^r\S”x S ’' is the map of (2 *8 )".
Now we define a map 
(6-5) h: Sf_2) ^  £ 2 (S‘”)
by setting A = Sj?_2) — > Sf^i) — > QKSt--,
S |_ iVS(^-I)") — > j22(5 te)_ The restriction of  ^ on is also de­
noted by the same symbol
(6-5)' Ti: J2(5f_i) — ^ ^ 2 (5 »^)
From (6 -3), we have easily that 
(6 *6 ) h maps QCS^-z) to a single point Co of
Consider the map 4>r'- (S l-^xS ',  S l.iV SO  — > ( E 'S^-t, ^o) of § 5. Since <f>r 
maps 5f_iXS'' —S^_iVS’' homeomorphically onto E ' S%--,—eo, there is a map ^r- 
— 9-S”'*'''such that = Then from (5*4)', (1 ’2 ) and (6 *2 )'' we
have a commutative diagram
n ^ iS U ,  5^2)
W h i
^ r . - ^ i Q i S U ^ S U ) ) --------------- ^ ---------- ^
Lemma  (6*7) The induced homomorphism 
S |_ 2)) is an isomorphism onto (n '^2 , k >  2).
Proof, As is easily seen ^ Z  and =-O otherwise
for O < i < 2kn — 4:. The similar result is true for the homology. By (3*4),
By (5-8) and (5«8)^ 7r,(i2 (S|_i,
for Z ^  k n -2  ^ ( k  + l)n-~4: and H' gives 
a projection to the second factor. Let / :  Sf_2) be a map whose
class in 7r^n-2 (i2 (5 f_i, S^-^ )  corresponds to a generator of In the
above diagram, and J2“ are isomorphisms if i = Im -I .  Thus the composition
5 f„2) — represents a generator of 
Then is an isomorphism for i<2kn-~A. By the
d u a l i t y , i s  an iso­
morphism. Since these three groups are isomorphic to Z, and / *  have to be 
isomorphisms. q. e. d.
Let COp^ q:  ^ — > S ^ \ / be a map which represents the Whitehead product
[ ‘•ib, <'^ ] of the classes ip and t,q of the maps and Let ( S ^ x S \  S^V 5^) 
— > ( S ^ eo) be a map which is given by (2 *8 )^ '', then maps - S ^ V
homeomorphically onto Define a map by
setting
(6 -8 ) Tp,, = S2^p,,oQoS2cop,^:I](S^-^^-^)— ->J2 (S^VS0 — >I2KS^xS^, S ^ V S ^)— > 
Then
(6 ‘8 ) ' the induced homomorphism — > 7r,(j2 2 (5 +^9)) is equivalent
to the suspension homomorphism, that is, the following diagram is commutative
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Prao/. By ( I - 2 ) and (6 •2 )'", it is sufficient to prove that 4>p,q^ °Q°o>p,g^  = E. 
Let be a closedcell bounded by 8 “^ “"'^ , then there is an extension a>p,,-.
— > X S'' of COp^g such that the composition 4>p,g°wp, :^ — > (S^
Co) is a map of degree I. In the diagram
)
4>p,g*°ap,q*
TtiiS^V Sg) <-^;r,-+i(S^xS^ V S’)
the commutativity holds and By (5*1) and (5-2), Q°6> = iden­
tity. Then (pp,g^°Q°cop,g^==<j^p,q,^°Q°d°cop,q^°do^^E. q. e. d.
R em ar k . Consider an injection of (2-2)'. Then Qi and
Xp^ q induces the same homomorphism. It is, however, a problem whether the maps 
j?/ and r^,^are homotopic to each other or not.
Let be an attaching map of the cell e^ '^^  S i - Sl^-  ^ such that
% represents the element 0:. of (5*10). L e t/ ^ : — >S^”“^be a map of degree 
k. Let be the map r„,a_i)„== J22(^ >„,a_i)„°Qo Then
Lemma (6*9) the compositions r°S]fk and h^QX are homotopic to each other, 




Proof. By the definition of t and ~h, it is sufficient to prove the homotopical 
commutativity of the following diagram:





j2 2 (S"x X S*”_i
wnere p : S ”— s-S” is the projection, g': — >5f_i is a map defined
by injection ^lS": S ”c5 f_ i, k  S"— >5" is the
identity and W : S'‘ , is a map which represents a sum
K4- 1)*] for the classes and Kk-i)« of the maps ■^p'kn-i, ■^ n and
respectively.
Since the compositions <b„,(s- i)«“/ a and represent the same element
[^<••»,■(*-1)«]. they are homotopic to each other. Then we have the homotopical com­
mutativity of the square ®. By (5*10), <Pn°'X. and { g \ / i ) ° W  represent the same 
element z V - O - O a n d  they are homotopic to each other. Then the 
homotopical commutativity of d) holds. By (6 '4), the sequares ® and ® are 
commutative. Consider a diagram
V S”) X /, eoxeox /  U (5*”-^  V S”) x /)-
g x i '
)x i '
H S i^ iX I, CoX II) S t - IXI)
dn
(S "x l ,  eoXl l)  S ”x i ) d„ eo)
where i' is the identity of I  and d„ and d„ are the maps of (2 -1 ) and (2 *2 ). 
Since X = g\S'"’'~^  is an attaching map of e*’’ = S |-S f_ i  and since d„ can be extended 
over S ,^ the composition dn°{g\S'‘’'~^xI) : {S’‘’'"'^xl, e(,xI\jS'”'~ ''x i) — > go) 
is nullhomotopic rel. goX/US*'’"^x/. Since the compsitions d„°(gxi')  and 
( px i ' )  coincide on S ”x l  and since d„((pxi')(S '‘"~'^xI))=-eo, the above diagram 
is homotopically commutative. By making use of the map do'. ( —l ) x / — > S^, we 
see that the following diagram is homotopically commutative when r=  I :
V 5") X S^ S*’‘-"W 5’’ V SO 
P Xir
(S“x S ^ S '‘VSO
gxir
4>n,r
(S ^ lX S ^  S ^ iV S O
4>r
eo)
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where /, is the identity of S'. Let S ”) x S\ S’‘”-WS’‘V S^) (S"
Co) be a homotopy between (gxii)  and = Cpx i d . Define a
homotopy Ff’’^ : ((S*"'"^\/S”) x S ' ,  S*”“^VS'’VS'') — > (S"+'', eo) inductively by setting 
F^’’'>(,x, dr-i(y, s))=^d„^r-iiF‘i’-'^Kx,y), s), x e  S^^-^VS", y e  s e l .  We calculate 
easily that Fo'^==^r°(g'xir) and = Then we have the homotopical
commutativity of the above diagram, and therefore the homotopical commutativity 
of the sequre ®. Consequently the homotopical commutativity of the diagram 
(6-9) is proved. q. e. d.
Let / :  (S", eo)— >(S“, Co) be the suspension of a map f '  : eo) — > (5”“^
eo), i. e., f=‘Ef',f(d„^t(_x,t))=d„,^t(f'(x),t). Let f :  S t~ i— >ST-i be the combi­
natorial extension of / , i. e., f(xi--xk-i) =f(xi)---f(xi,-i), X;e S", k — 1. Then 
we obtain a map
(6-10) £ / :  (J2 (Sf_i), S»-i) — > (i2 (Sr_i), S"-i)
such that Q f\S’‘- ^ = f ' : S ”-^— > S
Lemma (6-11) For the map h of  (6-S)', we have the following homotopically 
commutative diagram
Qf
i s  (.SU), 5 ’’-") 
QKf)
(J22(S*”) , e o ) ---------- ^ {QKS
(Q(StU),  S “ -^)
""),eo)
where (/)^  is defined in (2 »8 ).





{Q{SU  V S(^-I)"), Q iS’U ))  - > (.QiSU V SC*-')”), Q(Sf^d)
,Q (2 ) 
(£2 (SLiX S(‘- )^”, V SC*-')"), QKSU))
Q K f x ( f ) ^ - ^ )
Q
(QKS’^"), eo)
(QKSr-ixS(‘’-^ )"‘, S U V  S(^- )^'”), QKST-i))
(3)
Q K if)”) (QKS^'"), eo),
then the lemma follows from the definition (6*5) of the map h.
Homotopical commutativity o f  ®, follows from that of the diagram
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( S U , S U ) -------- ---------- ^ iST^i,SU)
(Pn ( I ) ' (Pm
f \ /
( s ^ i  V s ^ i )  — -— ^ > (sr_ i V S f-i)
since S ' ClQ ^r(Sj_2)cS*_i, r=w or m, and / ( 5 f_2) C S “_2. For a map g: 
we define a map Eog: (S", Co) — > (S“, Co) by setting Eog(^„-i(t, x)) 
g(x)) where is a map given by V i ( ^ , = (2 <-l,
or m. Eog is a sort of suspension of g  and pix, eo) 
= P (Eog(x), Co) for the distance function. Since /  is a suspension, there exists a map 
g  and a homotopy
f t : (5 ^ Co) — > (S'^  ^Co) 
such that f O =^f = E f '  and f±=Eog, Let ^^ 4. and E^^ be hemispheres of S'* such 
that £"5+= {(/i,---, tr+i) e S^\ti ^  0 } and £g_= {&,•••, U+d G ^  0 }. Let be
a closed cell in given by {xr"Xk-i ^ Sl^^\Xi ^ E / = 1 , 1 } and
let be the boundary of Define a homotopy di''^: S '"— > S'* by
the formulas x)) = ^r-i((l+t)u, x) for Ot"'KK-i(u, x))
= Xj,_t(.t+u — tu, x) for S  I, and define a homotopy Oi''^: S l - i — > by the
formula O^^xr-xk - i)  =Oy^Xt)-" di^'K^k-i), Xi^ S \  i=l, ' - , k  — l. Then is the
identity, of\==f~o&^ n)  ^ C 5 ^ _ 2  and maps
_5-a-i)r-i homeomorphically onto = Indefiningthe map cpr, we
may chose a characteristic map / i : (/( -^ )^ ,^ — > (S^_i, 5^_s, o^) of
e{k-iy ^ik-Dr(^£{k-i)r = ^ ( /^ - 1)^ )^  Define a map
by setting q>r{x) = cpXx) for and (Priy) =
foryeE(^-^y.  Then<pUE(^-^y~E^^~^^0=eoXeo and <pUMy)) == ( f iV (fiy'^X<Pn(y)) 
for Define a homotopy : 5^_i— by the formulas St''^(x)=x for
X^ S%^ 2 and
( l+ 0 (^^-l)r)j tik-l)r =  i,
/J.(Jt, •••, t + ( l —t)t{k~l)r)  ^ I ^  kk-l)ry
for ik,'"Ak-i)r) then is the identity and =
The homotopical commutativity of the diagram
(S ’U S U ) ----- ----- > (ST-1,S W )
- J a - D r ) ) -
CPn' (I)" (Pm
(S^lVS(*-^)^ s;:_i) — ----- ^ (S ^ i V S|Li)
is shown by a homotopy Sf_2) — > ( S f - i V S k - d  which is given
by the formulas ^^(3;) = ((;^p;(/i(3 )^) = (/iV  ( / 1)^“ )^ (^ '( 3 )^) for and
for x^Sk- i .  Let p2 '. S i - i V be the projection. From a homotopy 
' (Sk-I^ ^ 1 ^2) — ^ (5’^ *'“^ '^', ^o), we see that the maps hk-i and p2 °(Pr 
homotopic to each other. Since the map ju is chosen such that p2 °<Pr is homotopic 
to hl-t, the maps <pr and <py carry onto with the same degree. Since
(Pr and (p'r coincide on S^_2, there exists a homotopy
: (5^1 , S ^ , )
such that ^0'"^ == and = By (2-5), /7: S |_ 2) — > (Sf-i, is a
homotopy. Also is a homotopy. Then it follows from homotopies
and {ftW that the homotopical commutativity of implies that of ®".
Consequently the homotopical commutativity of the square ® is established.
The commutativity of  © follows from (6-4).
Homotopical commutativity of  ®. By making use of the homotopy f ,  we see 
that the homotopical commutativity of (D follows from that of the diagram
(S f-iX  S l - t  V S(*-^)”) A x (Z i)   ^ (S«_^ X St - I  V
(3)'
(S‘", eo) ^ (S^"’,eo).
For given two maps g: (S^, Cq) — > Co) and g ' : (S^\ Cq) — > (S^\ eo), we 
define a reduced join [ 2 ] g^^g': Co) — > Cq) by the following commuta­
tive diagram
SY^  s '
SP X S-"' ^ ^ > S” X Si
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g ^ g \
q'
where the maps <^p^ pr and are defined in (2 »8 ) Then ig^'g'')^g^' ^ g'^{g'^^g^^  ^
and g ^ i t^E g  for the identity it'. By theorem 3.2. of [ 2 ], i^^g repre­
sents for the class/? 6  7t^(50 of g. By (2 *8 )', ( / 1)*“  ^ represents a
suspension. Then there exists a map ^o)— > o^) such that
/1*^ is homotopic to Since p(x, Co) ^ p(f i (xX ^o), we have that ^ ( E f t ) ° i
=^iofi in (2 *6 ). Then from the definition of c^ i, we see that the diagram




is commutative. Since y), z), the dia­
gram
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SLi X S?_iX
is commutative. We have easily that Eft^g^  and /rK/i)'^”"
= (/i)^. Applying a homotopy between and (/l)^"^ we have the homotopical 
commutativity of (D". Then the homotopical commutativity of (D is proved.
I. The group 7r,-(i2 (S|_i),  ^ w : even 
In this § we suppose that n is even.
Let Wr=-cor,r- — > S'' be a map which represents the Whitehead product 
of the class of The Hopf invariant of the map is ± 2  if f  is even. It 
was proved in [ 1 2 , Ch. IV, Prop. 5] (see also (4«6)) that
(7‘I) the correspondence {a,/3) — >Ea+Wri/3) defines a Qp-isomorphism:7ti^t{S'’~'^ ) 
(SO for a prime p >  2. (a 6  7i',__i(S''“0 , /3 G r:even).
Define a map
(7 • 2) X i?2(S2/.n-i) ^2(5^.)
by the formula Jn,kix, y) ^^'c^x^^QHVkniy) where r is the map Tn,ik-i)n as in (6«9) 
and * indicates the product of loops in i2^(S '^0 (i2^(S^0 ==^(^(S^'”)))- Then 
(7‘2 ) ' for an odd prime p, the map Jn, k induces Qp-isomorphisms of the homotopy 
and the cohomology groups {n : even ^  2 , k >  2).
Proof. There is an isomorphism
ThenJn,k,Xv{Q{a)+^K/3)))^r,Xi^{a)) + {^^Wkn)^{^K^))==^^ 
( E ( a ) -hWkn^X/3)) by (1 »2 ) and (6 -8 )'. By (1*1), (G^l) and (7*1), we see that
is a ©^-isomorphism for all i>2. 
By (1 -6 ), (7‘2 ) ^  is proved. q. e. d.
Let P : X be the projection. Define a space
(7-3) Y-= x i2KS"^^-") x (0 , I) U
by identifying a space J2(S^ '’''“ )^ x x /U  with the relations
(x, y, 0 ) ^ P (x ^  and (x, y, I)  ^kix, y ) . Then
(7 »3)" the injection : C. Y  induces &p-isomorphisms of the homotopy and
the cohomology groups for an odd prime p (n :even ^  2 , k > 2).
Proof, Set F^ _ = j2 (S'"^-^)xj?2 (5 2 ^ -i)x [J , and j2 (S^”'^) U
Y_^  j3  ^ mapping-cylinder of Jn, k and the pairs (F, 
F_) and ( F, have the same homotopy type. Since Jn,k induces ©^-iso­
morphisms of the cohomology groups, H'{Y+, F+n F_) 6 Qp for all i. Since H'CY, 
i2(S^'''~^))^iJ'(F, F_)^ i7 '(F + , Y+nY^) ^ Qp for all i, the injection homomorphism 
i " ^ : HXY) — >i7'(i2(S^''“^)) is a ©^-isomorphism for all i. Then (7»3)^ follows 
from (I «>6). q. e. d.
Consider the map h of (6»5)'o By (6 «6 ), h maps J2 (S |_ 2) to a
single point Sq of Then h defines a map
(7-4) h: S^-^) — > (F, ^o), k >  2.
Proposition (7»5). The map h induces a Qp-isomorphism 5 ”" )^
— > TC^( F ) for all i and for a prime p ^ k > 2  {n\ even).
Proof. First we treat the case ^^4. It is easily verified that the map h 
satisfies the conditions i) and ii) of (1»7). By (3»3)', Zp) ^  P*(a, bj)
®Zp. Set B== [ha, bt, ® Zp and F= {bo, a} ^ Z p ,  then the conditions iii) and
iv) are filfulled for the coefficient ring R=Zp. By (7 »3) ^  the injection homo­
morphism is a ©^-isomorphism. Take generators ej 
of such as in (2»4), i), then there are elements f ' j  of 
such that 2*C/y)=^i^y and O (mod. p). By (3-3), there exist integers Uj and Sy 
such that and (mod. p). Set f j  = Ujf], tj = Ujt'j and Sj = Ujs'j, 
then i"^{f j)=tjej, h"^(f j) =Sjhj and (mod. p). The homomorphism /z* :
( F ) — >/f^''"^(j2(5f_i)) is divided into three homomorphisms /*: 77 '^'“^ ( F ) — >
S ^ ) )  and i^ :
Sk-2) ) — (j? (S|_i)) where i} and i$ are the injection homomorphisms. 
Obviously i f  is an isomorphism. By (6*7), is an isomorphism. By (3*5), i^ is 
a ©/^-isomorphism. Therefore is a ©^-isomorphism and Si^O (mod. p). By 
(2*i)y i"^(tjfi—j  I t ifj) =tjt{((et)^ ~ j  I ej) =0. Sinec is an ©^-isomorphism, / i  
- j  ItifJ has a finite order. By (3-2), h^i t j f { - j \ t { f j ' )=t j s{b{- j \ t {s jbj=j \ ( t j s i  
—t{sj)bj. Since bj has an infinite order, j ! (tjS{—t{Sj) = 0 . Then s j^ tjs i/ t{  ^  O 
(mod. p). Therefore ( F, Zp) — > (j^(Sf_i), Zp) is an isomorphism
for all i^O . Then the condition v) of (1*7) is filfulled. By theorem (1 -8 ), h * 
7r,(j2 (5 f_i), — > 7T,(F) is a ©^-isomorphism for all /.
Next consider the case n = 2. The result h^': Zp) ^
(5f_i), Zp) is also true for the case n = 2. By (4*3), there is a map go: eo)
— >(S2(SU)eo) such that Zp) ^ Z p ) .  Define a map
5 2 ^-1 — > Sf-I by the formula gi^d^k-^ix, t)) = go{x)(f), then go==Qg\S^^~^ for 
the induced map — >j2(5|_i). Consider the homomorphism ° :
jjjr2k-2^ ^ Y ) — >i7 '^c2'“2)(j?(52^-i)) and set (S2g'^-h^)(fj)=tjej  for an integer f/. 
Obviously ft (mod, p). Since t j f i - j l  t{fj has a finite order and since Cj is a 
free element, we have that {Qg^^hf^){tjf{-i\t{fj) = ij\tj{t'-l)^~-j\t{t'j)ej and this 
implies that j\{tj<iti)^ — t{t'j') =^. Therefore f / (mod. p), and then 
Zp)— > i/*(j2 (S^^"^), Zp) is an isomorphism. By (1*6), we have a 
©^-isomorphism Qg^.\7z/^Q{S^^~^))— >7r,(j2 (5 |_ i) )— >7T^(F). By (4*4), (I*!) 
and (1 -2 ), i^g^ is a © ^ -isomorphism for i > I. Then is a ©^-isomorphism for
i > I. Since 7T i ( S ^ ) ( j 2 (5|_i) ) ^ Z  and 7T/(S^ ) = = 0  for i >  I, we have that 
^.(i2(5’|_ i)) ^  7^ .(J2 (S|_i), S^) for i > I and that : ;ri(j?(5|_i), 5 0 — >;^/(F) is a 
©^-isomorphism for i >  I. q. e. d.
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T heorem  (7-6) The groups and are Qp4somorphic
for a prim p ~ ^ k ^ 2  and for i >  I (n: even).
Proof. If k = 2, (2*10) implies (7*6). Ii k > 2 ,  by (1*1), (7*3)' and (7»5), we 
have (7*6). q. e. d.
H ere we rem ark  th a t a map of (4*4), induces a ©^-isomor­
phism
(7*7) ^ ;r^ (j2 (S '^ -i))  7t,( j2(51_ i ), 5^'^).
For the /^-primary components, we define an isomorphism 
(7*8) H, : 7T,(j2(5l_i),S«-^;i>) ^  ;P),P ^  k ^  2,
by setting
i) Hk = H2 = i]~^oi^oh2^oi-^: 7T,-(j2(5”), ;p) ^  ; p) ^  7Ti(S^^~^;p) 
^  :^r,(j?(S2"-^) ; p) ^  ; p) when k = 2,
ii) Hk = S?~^oi-ioh^ : 7Ti(S2 (5f_i), \ p) ^  rci^Y \ p) ^  7r,(j2(5 '^^"^) ; p) ^  7T,-+i 
(5^"-i; p) when k > 2 .
P roposition  (7*9).  Let / :  ( S ”, ^o)— >(S^, ^o) be the suspension E f '=  f  of a map 
f ' : (S''~^ o^) — ^ (5""“^ eo), and let a € be the class of f  Let F ' : (S'^ '”"^ e^ )
— >(S^”'“i,go) be amap which represents Then
the following diagram is commutative { p ' ^ k ^ 2 \ n ,  m\  even) :
7ri(S2(SU'),S^^-^;P)
H ,
Proof. If k = 2, this follows from (2*9) and (2*8)'. Suppose that k > 2. Com­
bining the formula (3 • 59) of [16] and theorem (2 • 4) of [2], we have the follow­
ing formula. lia^7ip{S'^) and a^7Tpf{S^') are suspension elements, then [a, a'~] = 
[ ‘V, Let 7ra-i).(5('^-^)^0 be the class of (/)^~i,
then ak-i is a suspension element by (2 *8 )" and ( / V (/)^'^).«.[^«, ock-i]
= C^’m, Kk-i)ml’^E^^~'^ '^^~'^a^E''''^ak-i. The element °E'^'^ak-i is represented
by the map F \  by ( 2  *8 ) ^  Therefore the first square in the following diagram is 
homotopically commutative :
<£>mi ik-l)nOf f W (f)^-^')
i3(S” v'S(''-i)”) ------------------^  jJCS’^ VSC -^i)™)
(?
i32(S” X S” v'S(*-i)”) ■
 ^ <Pn, (k-l)n
£2(S*")
Q
i 2 K f y
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The other two squares are exactly commutative. From the definition (6 *8 ) of r 




Let a*€ TTi,,(S*”) be the class of ( / ) ^  then <4„] = [a 4, a J  = =
Let ^o)— o^) be a representative of





is homotopically commutative. Let Gt'. x o^) — ^ o^)
be a homotopy between Gq =/„,,*» XjJ^/r®) and Gi=£f{fy<^Jn,k- Define a map
F:  Yn,k — ^  Y,„,k 
by setting F \ Q(.S'”‘-'^)=QF', F \Q ^iS ’”')^Q'^if')’‘ and
f {3F ' ix), i,
G^,-iix,y), i s  I,





The commntativity of the left square follows from the lemma (6 - 1 1 ). By (I • 2 ) 
and (7®8),ii), the commutativity of the diagram (7*9) is proved for k>2. q. e. d.
8, Double suspension and the group 7r^(i2(S”^ )^, S” )^, n : even.
In this § we suppose also n is even.
By (2 *2 )^ ‘^ and (I® I), the suspension homomorphism E'.Tti^S^ )— > 
is equivalent to the injection homomorphism — > 7T/(j2 (S''+^)). Then
the double suspension E^=^E°E\ :7r/_i(S”"^ ) — > is equivalent to the injec­




for the injection = j2 2 (5 »+i). From the exact homotopy
sequence of the pair (^ 2^(5 » S”“ )^, we have an exact sequence
(8 -2 ) ------ S"-^) 7r,-_a(S*-^ ) T T , - Z>
S « -i)— >...
where /=i>5.° ^  7r/_i(j2 2 (S''+^)) — > 7r/_iCJ2 2 (S -^^ )^, 5 ”" )^. If i^n ,  then
the groups 7r/_i(5 ”" )^ and 7Ci+t{S^ '~^ ) are finite by [ 1 0 , Ch. V, Prop. 3]. If i=n, 
is an isomorphism. It follows from the exactness of the sequence (8 *2 ) that 
the group is finite for each i and that the following sequence
of the i^)-primary components is exact:
(8 . 2 ) ' -------;i>) S '- i ;p) -
where TZi^X^p) and 7i:^(iX,A;p) indicate the ^-primary components of Tti(^X) and 
7ti{X, A) respectively.
Theorem (8»3). We have an exact sequence
------ Tti (5^"-^; p) 7T,-^ 1 (J22 (5”+ )^, S*-'; p) — > -------------------------------- > {£2^
where A is a homomorphism such that, i f  p >  2, we have the formula 
do = ^ f : 7T,(S^ ”-^  ]P )— >7Z, ; p)
for a map fp\ degree p. (n\even)
Proof Consider the exact homotopy sequence of the triple
By (7 “6 ), the groups and are 6 ^-isomorphic. Since 
is finite for / # ^ ^ - 1 , 7T^ _i(i2 (S'^„i), is finite iov i-^pn — l. By (1»1)" 
and (2 *1 1 ), the groups J2 (S'^_i)) and are e^-isomorphic. 
Since rCi+2 is finite for i+ 2^pn+ l,  j2 (S'^_i)) is finite ior i^p n
— I. Then the exactness of the above sequence implies that of the following sequ­
ence : -------> ; p) 7r,_i (i2 (S |_i), ; p) 7t,_i
5 .- 1 ; ^) — > -------> 5 - 1 ; P) — > Ttpn-I ; i>) = 0. By
the isomorphisms Hp of ( 2  »1 2 ) and Hp of (7 *8 ), we have the exact sequence of 
( 8  «3). The homomorphism A is defined such that the diagram
Q i s u ') ; P) S ”-^y,p)





) ,S W ,P ^  Il
H,P
H,
is commutative. Let n '■ (P ”, P", — > (S ,^ S^_i, Co) C (5Sj, S^_j, Co) be a chara­
cteristic map of e^ “ = S | - S j _ i  such that hp °ju : (P ”, P")— >(S^”, eo) is homotopic to 
Define a map Jl: (P*-^ P ”"^ ) — > (^(S*,, S^_i),eo) by setting lJ'{U,--,tpn-d (0
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= f), then the composition Qhp°Ji: p»-i) — > (5 ^, eo)— >
(£(5|g),eo) is homotopic to a map which is defined by tpn~-d
tpn-i, f)=dp„^i{irp„_^(ti,—, tpn-i),t). Let X ■ eo) — > iSiS^o, S^_i), eo) be a
map such that J’-=X°'^pn-i, then the composition Qhp°X is homotopic to the cano­
nical injection: S ' o f  (2 -2 )'. Let />: i?(5go, 5^_i)— 5^_i be a 
projection given by />(/) = / ( ! ) ,  and set X=P^X, then n\ P"-'^: P "-^)— >
(Sj_i, Co) and X°-4fpn-i are homotopic to each other. Then the commutativity of 
the following diagram is verified without difficulties :
7 T i(i2 2 (S -l) ,£ (S j.i))
'^Q'
s u )





T t i iQ is i”):, ^ _ j *  
„ Sit*
From the definition of the homomorphism Hp, we have the commutativity of Q of 
the following diagram
QiSU)-,P)  - ^ > 7r,-i(^(Sif-i),S“-i;/>)
Q ' t  (I)
(8-3)" ^M.i(fi(5”-i),S;_i;j!.) (2)
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Since X is an attaching map of we have the commutativity of the central square 
from the lemma (6 ‘9). The commutativity of the other two squares follows from 
(1 »2 ). The commutativity of three triangles follows from the definition of the 
space Y, Then from the definition of the isomorphism Hp^  we have the commuta­
tivity of the triangle © of ( 8  •3 )^ ''. Since the homomorphism J is defined by the 
commutativity of (8*3)', we have the commutativity of the triangle CD of (8*3)^^
Therefore we have that fp for an odd prime p. q. e. d.
Let f '  : — > ( 5 ”""^ Cq) be a map. Define a suspension f ^ E f ' : (S ”, ^o)
— o^) o f / '  by the formula E f ' t hen the induced 
map J2/ :  maps into and coincides with the map f '  on
map
Define a double suspension E^f '  of f '  by E^f '  = Ef=E(EfO,  then we have a
S ? K E T )  : S^-1).
T heorem  (8*4). Let a ' 6 be represented by f \  Let F ' \ — >
he a representative of an element 
Then in the diagram
--------r nr Qny-L-, c«-l .
E ^F i F i
-------> ; p) ; p) S”*-i; ^  -
the commutativity holds, where the sequences are defined in (8 -3) and i > p n  — l.
Proof. Remark that the inclusion i2^(E^') Ci2(Sp^t) is not true in
general. Let f ' ^ be the combinatorial extension of f ^^Ef ' .  Consider 
the homotopy fg in the proof of (2 *6 ). If x 6 S ”c5go, then/e(jc) = /(x). Thus 
fe ;i2(5go) — ^ Q iS’So) is a homotopy such that Qfg I J2 (S”)= J 2/. In particular / '  = 
Hfe I S”“^ Therefore, by (2 -6 ), in the diagram
^ ,(£ (5 S ,), S "-0  




Q K E T ^  
TtXQKS"''^'^), S ’”-")
the commutativity holds. From the commutativity of the diagram
------->71,-(Q(SSo), J2 (S|_i)) — >7ti^t(Q(s;-d, s«-") — S’*-")
Qf*
-^yTi (Q(sd) ,  Q(s;' . i))
Qf* Q f ,
S ” -") - ^ 7 i i . ^ ( Q ( S ”d, S ” -") ■
we see that it is sufficient to prove the commutativity of the following two diagrams
n,(Q(SSo), Q ( S U ) ; p) S -  Tti^x(SL, S U ; P) ^  7i.,2(S^”"-^  ; p)
(8-4)' Qf* U E ^ F i ^  ^^  a. ^
7i,(Q(S£),  Q ( S U ) ^ p - )  J ^ n i ^ ^ ( S Z . S ^ ^ ^ - p )  ■, p^
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and ;r,-_i(£(S;_i), S"-^; p) ;p~)
F i(8-4)" ^QU
By (2 »8 )^ the maps E^F' and E { f Y  are homotopic to each other. Then the com­
mutativity of (8*4)' follows from (1 *2 )" and (2«9). The commutativity of (8*4) '^' 
follows from (7*9). q. e. d.
For a map / :  (,X,Xq) — > (.Y,yo) we define a mapping-cyIinder 
F / = Xx[0, D U F
by identifying a space X x /U F  by the relations (:r, I) x ^ X  and (xo, f )^yo,
t e l  Here we state several elementary properties of the group TrXXf^ X) .
(8»5), i) I f  f  is an infection : X  C. Y, then X ) ^  7T/(F, X).
ii) I f f ~ g : ( X , X o ) ~ ^ ( Y , y o ) ,  then 7r,(F^, X) ^  ;r,(F^, X).
iii) 7T,+i(F/, X) ^  7Ti(I2(Y) nf^S2(X)).
iv) For maps f : X — > F  and g: Y — >Z, we have an exact seciuence 
------->7t,(F^, X) — >;r,(Z^o/,X) — >7t,(Z^,F) — >7r,_i(F^X)
Proof i) Define a map F: Y f — > F  be setting F{y)=-y,y^ Y  and F(xJ)== 
x , x ^ X ,  I. Consider the following diagram
A A  A
( F \ X ) ^
^TZi ( X)  --> TT,(F) --> 7T,(F, X)
(F | X)^ is an isomorphism since F |X  is the identity. F,^ , is an isomorphism since 
F  is a (deformation) retraction. Applying the five lemma to the above diagram, 
we have that F ,^  ^ is an isomorphism.
ii). It is not so difficult to prove that the pairs ( Y / X )  and ( Y g X )  have the 
same homotopy type. Then (^Yf^X) ^  7ii(Yg  ^X ) .
iii). Define a map F : S](Y) ^ f — >S2(Yf) by the formulas F(x, t) (u) ^  (x(u), 
t), X^ J2 (X), t ,u ^  I  and F(y)(u) =y(u), y ^ Q(Y) ,  I. Since F  is a deformation 
retract of Yf^Q(Y)  is a deformation retract of J2 (F /) . Also Q(Y)  is a deformation 
retract of i2 (F )o /. Since F \ Q(Y)  is the identity, we have the following, com­
mutative diagram
\
\  /  
n i i a i Y ) ) .
is an isomorphism since the other (injection) homomorphisms are isomorphisms. 
(F | j2 (X))^ is an isomorphism since F \ Q(X)  is the identity. Then similar me­
thods to i) shows that F^,^\ 7Zi(Q(Y)^ f^  Q(X)) ^  7Ci(Q(Yf), Q(X)) .  By (1*1)',
j?(X)) ^  TZi+tiYf, X ) ,  and then we have the isomorphism of iii).
iv) Consider a mapping-cyhnder (Z^)/  of the map / :  X — > YdZg,  Since 
is a deformation retract of (Z^)/, we have an isomorphism F) ^  Tiii(Zg) f ^
Yf ),  As is easily seen, the pairs ( (Yg)f ^X)  and (Zgof^X) have the same homo- 
topy type, and TrX(Zg) f  ^X )  ^  TT,(Zgof,X). Then the sequence of iv) is equivalent 
to the homotopy exact sequence of the triple ( (Zg) Yf^ X) .  q. e. d.
As a corollary of (8«5) we have the following lemma.
(8 -6 ) For three maps f : X — > Y , g : Y — >Z and h \ X — >Z suppose that 
h f. Let Q he a class of abelian groups.
i) I f  f  induces Q-isomorphisms of the homotopy groups, then the homotopy 
groups o f the pairs (Zg  ^ Y) and (Zh^  X )  are Q-isomorphic for each dimension.
ii) I f  g  induces Q-isomorphisms of the homotopy groups, then the homotopy 
groups of the pairs iYf ,  X)  and (Zh^  X )  are (^-isomorphic for each dimension.
iii) I f  h induces Q-isomorphisms of the homotopy groups, then the homotopy 
groups o f  the pairs (Yf^X)  and (Zg^  Y) are -isomorphic for each dimension.
Proof. By, (8*5), ii) we may suppose that h = go f  If /  induces ©-isomorphi­
sms of the homotopy groups, then T[,(Yf^ X) ^ (S for all i. It follows from the ex­
actness of the sequence (8 «»5), iv) that the homomorphism tt.,(Zh^X) — >TZi(Zg^  Y) 
is a ©-isomorphism for all i. The proof of ii) and) iii) is similar. q. e. d.
T heorem  (8»7). Let n be even and let p be an odd prime. Let f p : 
be a map of degree p and let be the mapping cylinder of fp, Then there is
an exact sequence
------ >TZi(Q^ (S^ -^^ )^, S^^^-^:p) — >TT.XSj^y\
Corollary  (8« 7) ^
'=O for i < pn —I,
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^TTi(Sfl ^ )^ for i < P^n-2.
Tt^-t(QKS^^^),S^-^\P)
--- ->7,
Proof. Let £  be a space of singular 2 -cubes given by 
£ = { / ; / 2 _ ^ j 3 (S^) |/ ( /x (0 ) )C i? (S ^ i) ,/ (0 , 0 )6S"-i a n d / ( /x ( l )  U (l)x /)= eo} . 
Then we have two fiberings
Pt-. E — > Q iQ iS yd ,  S"- '^) with the fibre QiQKSS,, Ss,)),
Pz-.E— ^ QiQiS'Q, with the fibre QH.QiSS.),
which are given by setting piif)it) =fit,Q) and (/) (0 =/(0,0.
According to the proof of (8 '3), we take an attaching map X: 5^”'^ —  
of and a map X : S^”“^ — > QiS^, S^-i) such that the diagram
SKS’L , S U ) — S U
Qhp V, % t %
<------- _^____ S'”'-!
is homotopically commutative. Let i] ; j2 (S^_i)) be a
homeomorphism given by vKh, 4) (m) =/(/i, u) (4 ), / €  ( i^, 4 ) € P,
U^L  Applying (8-5),iv) to the maps — >S2^ (S2(SSo, S%^t)) a n d i i°v '■
i2^(£(SgD,5j_i) ) — > Q^iQiS’Q ,  Q{S’p--i))(ZE, we have an exact sequence
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QKSiiSl , ,  5 ? - i ) ) )—
In the followings we shall prove that
(8 -8 ), i) 7Zi^^ (.QKQ(.S%„ S U ) )  ^ 2 (S^"-')) and 7T,(j2 2 (5 m+1)^  5 ^«-!) ^re Qp-isomor- 
phtc,
ii) 7ri-2(Ei,c,oa^x, S2\S‘”'~^)) and are Qp-isomorphic,
iii) 7r,-2 (-E,-jo,, .!2 (^i2(5go, S|_i))) and 7r,-_i(j?2 (S"+i)^ 5 ”“ )^ are isomorphic.
Then these groups are finite and the exactness of the above sequence implies
that of the sequence of ^-primary components. The ©^-isomorphisms of (8 *8 ) 
induce isomorphisms of ^-primary components. Therefore we have the exact 
sequence of (8 * 7) from (8 -8 ).
Proof o f  (8 *8 ), i). We have a commutative diagram
Q K ii iS l , ,  S U ) )
QKStS) Q H s i S S ) )  ^ ^ Q K S » " - ^ ) .
The homomorphism Q^hp^: TtfiQ^  (Q(S^, S U ) ) ) — ^ (5^”))) is equivalent 
to the homomorphism hp^in.^siSS^, S u ) — ^^uaiS^S) which is a isomorphism 
by the (2 *1 1 ). Then, by (8 *6 ),ii), we have that the groups 7^i-2(Q^(3(S^, S u ) )  
o^ x, £ 2 (S^«-i)) and ni.^CQHS^’"), QHS^"-^)) are e^isomorphic. By (1 -2 ) ' and (2-3)' 
we have that ni^^iQ^S^^), QKS^”-^)) ^  ^ Q K S ^ ’'^^), S ‘”-^). Then (8 -8 ), i) is 
proved.
Proof o f  (8 "8 ), ii). Consider the diagram
QKQiSl , ,  S U ) ) ------------ > E
^ Q^XirA. I Pi
^2(5M-1) ---- Q i Q i S U ) ,  S
Q % Qh
^ 2 ( 5 ^ « - ! ) -------Q i Y ) .
The commutativity of the upper square is verified from the definition of mappings. 
The homotopical commutativity of the lower square is verified from (6*9) and the 
definition of Y. Since the fibre QiQ' i^SSo, S<g,)) is contractible, the fibering px induces 
isomorphisms of the homotopy groups. Then 7ti -^iiEi^or,c,a^ ,^ ;r,_ 2  iQ iMi
S%^ -d, S ’'~^)aH, Q^iS‘‘"'~^ )) by ii) of (8 -6 ). SincejJ^ induces ©^-isomorphisms of 
the homotopy groups by (7’5) and (!•2), the groups Ti, 2^ iQ iQ iS U )’ S"^'^)aH, Sf-
and 7r,-_2 (j2 (F)o^oa^x, are 6 isomorphic by ii) of (8 -6 ). By ii)
of (8-5), 7r,-_2 (j?(F)o^on% Since j? /in ­
duces ©^-isomorphisms of homotopy groups by (7 «3)' and (1«2), the groups 7T,-_2 (
and 7Ti^2(S2KS^ '^^)n f^ ,^ are 6 ^-isomorphic by ii)
of (8 -6 ). By iii) of (8-5), 7r,-_2G?^(5 -^ «-")oV^ , Conse­
quently (8 *8 ), ii) is proved.
Proof o f  (8 «8 ), iii). Since ^ is a homeomorphism, n induces isomorphisms of 
the homotopy groups. Then j?2 (j2 (5 ^, 5|_i))) ^  7r,_2 (£'/„ J?2(j2(5^), i?(
‘5|_i))) ^  i2(5^_i))) by (8 *6 ), i) and (8»5), i). By the fibering
p2 : E  — > S2(I?(S^X 5 ”"^), we have an isomorphism p2^ : J2(5 J__i)))
^  By (1 -1 ) and (2»3), 7r/_2 (J2 (j?(Sc^), 5 ”"^)) ^  7r,-_i(j2(5^),
5 ”-^) ^ 7r/_i(j^2 (5 '^^^),S^~^). Then (8 -8 ), iii) is proved. q. e. d.
Consider the exact sequence of the homotopy groups of the pair •’
------ > 7T/(S^”~^ ) J*>  TrXSjy^) — — > •••. The injection homomor­
phism is equivalent to the homomorphism — >7Zi{S '^'~^ ) induced by 
/ . .
(8*9) Let m be even and let q be an integer. Let iye a map
of  degree q. I f  p is an odd prime and i f  a ; p), then fq^{oc)=^qa.
Proof By (7 »1 ). the suspension homomorphism E maps \ p) isomorphi-
cally into Then the fact E(fg^(a)') =ECqa) implies that f g ^W^qa .
q. e. d.
We see that the kernel and the cokernel of the homomorphism fp .^ consist of 
the elements of order p. Therefore
PKni{Sf-\S^^^-^))=^Q
and then
PK^i-2 i^KS^^^), ; ^)) =O for i < p^n-2.
From the exactness of the sequence (8»2)^ we have that
p))DPK7Ti.,(S^^^; P)) for i<p^n~2.
More generally we have that
T heorem  (8*10). ;/?)) ; P)) for all i (n\ even, p\
odd prime).
Since 7Zi{S^; p)=Q,
Corollay  (8»11) ; p)) =^O for all i.
Proof of  ( 8  «1 0 ). From the exactness of the sequence (8 «2 ), it is sufficient to 
prove that for arbitrary a G ; p). We may suppose that
i > p n - l  since p) ^  and 5^“^;/>) =O for i< p n - l
by(8-7)'. Let / ' :  (5”~\ e )^ —  ^ eo) be a map of degree p. From the com­
mutativity of the diagram
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S '- i ;  p)
E % Q K E T ) .
(S»^^ p) S"-^; p)
we have that =J{pa) =pj{a)  by (8*9). In the
theorem (8»4), the map F^: is a map of degree p^. From the 
commutativity (8*4) of the diagram
Q K E T ) * E^FL
we have that iap ^ -p }JC a )-)= p n (K a )) - l(p J (a )- )^E ^F i( I(J (a )) ) - I ( i3 K E ^ fO *  
( J M ) )  =O {E^F'^7=p^7 by (8*9)). From the exactness (8*3) of the sequence
^  S ”- ';  p)  ; / )^,
there exists an elem ent/S of ;r,(S^”“^ ; />) such that I ' i /3)  = ip^- p ) J { a ) .  From 
the commutativity (8-4) of the diagram
TI, ; p) J l ^  ; p)
F ' Q K E ^ f ' )
n,  ; p) J L ^  S "-^ ; p)  
we have that ( p ^ - p ) ^ J ( a ) - ( p ^ - p )  = I ' ( p » ^ )  - p r  ( / } )= I ' -  p (p P - p )  
/ ( « )  = Q K E J ' )  ^ x n /3)) - J C p ( p P - p )  ( a ) ) = Q K E J O M ( ( . P ^ - p )  ( a ) ) ) - J  (P iP ^ - P )  
w ) - p ( j ( ( p ^ - p ) ( c c ) ) ) ~ j ( p ( p ^ ~ p ) ( a ) ) = 0  by (8-9). Since p ^ - ^ - i m  (mod. p),  
(p^—p)^J(a) = (p '^~  ^— l )^J(p^a)=0  imphes that J ( p ‘^ a ) ^ 0 .  Then the theorem 
(8‘1 0 ) is proved. q. e. d.
Appendix
Here we Hst the following values of the group tt, (S^m+i. prime p.
i) l ^ k ^ p ~ l ,  
^2m+2k(p-i)(S^^^^ y p) 
ii) (k=p)  
iii) (k==p+l)
^2m+2ip + l)(p~l)-2(S^^^'^^ I P)
^2m+2(p+i)ip-l)-l(.S^^^ ] p)
Zp^ I
0, k ^  m,
I ^ m ,
I '^ m ^ p  — i,
ZpP-Iy p — l ^ m ,
Zpmy I ^ p ,
Zppy p ^  m.
Zp, I ^  m,
Zp, I ^ p ,
0, p + l  ^  in,
^2m+2(p+i)(p-i) ; p) = Zp, I ^  m,
iv) p ) = 0  otherwise for i < 2 m + 2 ( p + 2 )  {p — l) —3.
These resulats are caluculated, by making use of (8*2)' and (8 *3), from the 
results of H. Cartan for the stable case. His proofs are cohomological and not yet 
published, however, the author note that the proofs are made from the results for 
i7*(/7, n, Z^) [5] and the relations of Adem [I], [6] without difficulties and rather 
automatically, (c/. [11] for p = 2).
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